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Abstract 

Lack of effective financial management control strategies results in many small business 

entertainment owners (SBEOs) failing within their first 5 years of operations. Without 

strategies to develop and maintain adequate financial management controls, SBEOs may 

lose market share and potentially go bankrupt, which would result in the loss of jobs and 

income for employees. Grounded in the mental budgeting theory, the purpose of this 

qualitative multiple case study was to explore financial management strategies successful 

SBEOs use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business operations 

beyond 5 years. The participants comprised 4 successful SBEOs in Northern Virginia 

who effectively used financial management strategies to improve productivity and 

profitability to sustain their businesses beyond 5 years. Data were collected from 

semistructured, face-to-face interviews, and company documents. Thematic analysis and 

Yin's 5-step process were used to analyze the data. Three themes emerged: financing and 

financial management strategy, implementation of accounting and business management 

software, and diversifying income resources. A key recommendation is for SBEOs to 

develop a financial tracking system to ensure accounts are kept up to date. The 

implications for positive social change include the potential for SBEOs to increase 

employment rates, increase personal incomes, and improve the communities’ economic 

health and unity among established entertainment companies. 
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study  

Background of the Problem 

Small businesses in the United States are independent enterprises that have fewer 

than 500 employees (Small Business Association [SBA], 2018a). In the United States, 

small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) generate 48% of U.S. annual gross domestic 

product and consist of all domestic and private organizations (U.S. Census Bureau, 

2016a). Most small businesses differentiate themselves and create a competitive 

advantage and core competencies by providing superior customer service and being 

actively involved in the community(s) in which they operate (Moffatt, 2017). An 

estimated 79.8% of SME startups in 2016 survived until 2017 (SBA, 2018c). According 

to the U.S. SBA (2018), 50% of SMEs survive beyond 5 years, while only 33% of SMEs 

survive 10 years or longer. SMEs fail for numerous reasons, but in Northern Virginia, an 

estimated 50% of small entertainment firms fail within its first 5 years of operations 

(Chaney, 2016; Deane, 2019; U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics, 2018b). 

In this qualitative case study, I explored the successful financial management 

strategies that small entertainment industry owners have used to sustain their firms 5 

years and beyond. The findings from this research study could help support small 

entertainment business owners to develop strategies to improve productivity and 

profitability within their businesses. With the extensive amount of literature on small 

entertainment business sustainability, the findings from this study could also contribute to 

the research on small entertainment business sustainability. The conclusions of this study 

could additionally provide strategic insight for new small entertainment business owners 
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that can help improve strategic financial management practices within their firms to 

enhance productivity and profitability. 

Problem Statement 

Small businesses tend to experience high failure rates (Wang, Gopal, Shankar, & 

Pancras, 2015). In the second quarter of 2014, 6,322 new small businesses started up in 

the state of Virginia, but in that same quarter, 5,655 companies went bankrupt (U.S. SBA, 

2016). The general business problem is that some small business owners are unable to 

determine financial management strategies to increase profitability leading to lost market 

share and profitability. The specific business problem is that some small entertainment 

business owners lack financial management strategies to improve productivity and 

profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore financial 

management strategies small business entertainment owners use to improve productivity 

and profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. The targeted population for this 

study was small business entertainment owners located in Northern Virginia who had 

been in business for over 5 years and who have successfully used financial management 

strategies to improve productivity and profitability. The implications for positive social 

change include potentially improving the success rate in the market of small 

entertainment businesses, which may lead to increased employment rates, incomes, and 

improved economic health of the community. 
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Nature of the Study 

The three research methods are qualitative, quantitative, and mixed method (Yin, 

2018). Researchers who use a qualitative research methodology explore experiences, 

perceptions, and behavior and processes and the meanings attached to them, looking for 

new patterns and themes (Moser & Korstjens, 2017a). In contrast, researchers who use 

quantitative research methodology employ objective measures using statistical and 

numerical data analysis techniques to generalize data, forming presumptions about the 

sample population that are generalizable to a broader population (Taguchi, 2018). 

Researchers use mixed method research for cross-validation purposes, meaning that 

inferences from quantitative and qualitative data coincide (Taguchi, 2018). Researchers 

use in-depth interviews in the qualitative research methodology to understand a 

condition, experience, or event from a personal perspective (Hammarberg, Kirkman, & 

De Lacey, 2016). Neither a quantitative nor a mixed method approach was suitable for 

this study because I did not test hypotheses, which is part of quantitative research or the 

quantitative portion of a mixed methods study. The objective of this study was to explore 

the financial strategies of SMEs through interview questions; therefore, the qualitative 

research method was the most appropriate. 

I considered four research designs that one could use for a qualitative study on 

financial management strategies: (a) phenomenology, (b) ethnography, (c) narrative, and 

(d) case study. Phenomenological researchers analyze some phenomena of reality, which 

typically forms a careful and systematic reflection on the lived experience of a group of 

individuals or changing systems (Kaivo-oja, 2017). I did not choose the 
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phenomenological design because I did not analyze a phenomenon of reality or the lived 

experience of individuals. Researchers use the ethnographic design to explore the cultural 

aspects of a group of people or organization (Clancey, 2017). I did not use the 

ethnographic design because I did not explore the culture of small entertainment 

businesses. Narrative inquiry researchers explore the life experience of individuals 

(Haydon, Browne, & Van der Riet, 2018). I did not choose a narrative inquiry because I 

did not focus on the life experience of individuals. Researchers use a multiple case study 

to collect data across sites to understand better the issue under study (Anderson, Leahy, 

Del Valle, Sherman, & Tansey, 2014). The multiple case study design was the proper 

choice for my research because I collected data from various small entertainment 

business owners to explore financial management strategies to improve productivity and 

profitability. 

Research Question 

What financial management strategies do small entertainment business owners 

use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 5 years? 

Interview Questions 

1. What strategies did you use to sustain your business beyond 5 years? 

2. What successful financial management strategies do you use to improve 

productivity and profitability? 

3. What financial management strategies do you find work best for your business? 

4. What financial metrics do you use to measure the effectiveness of the financial 

management strategies you have put in place? 
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5. What financial management strategies did you find most challenging in 

implementing and monitoring? 

6. How did you develop useful feedback and financial review mechanisms to 

determine if your sales and net income were on target? 

7. How did you build successful relationships with banks and other financial 

intermediaries to obtain the working capital lines of credit or trade credit to 

remain successful? 

8. What additional financial management strategies could you share that you used to 

improve productivity and profitability? 

9. What other information can you add regarding the strategies you used to sustain 

in business beyond 5 years? 

Conceptual Framework 

Thaler (1985) introduced the mental budgeting theory and later Heath and Soll's 

(1996) empirical analysis research model built upon and improved earlier work of Thaler. 

Thaler determined the importance of mental budgeting in the financial management of 

SMEs (Hoque & Ulku, 2017). Thaler also emphasized the idea that SME owners often 

manage their financial resources diversely for specific investments. Thaler further 

determined that if SME owners avoided mental prejudices towards financial 

management, they would be better enabled to understand the real value of money, no 

matter the method in generating or expensing revenue. Thaler argued that SME owners 

who develop an awareness of financial prejudices would be critical in formulating, 

developing, and implementing sustainable financial management practices (see Hoque & 
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Ulku, 2017). The essential constructs of mental budgeting theory are hedonic editing, 

categorization of gains and losses, earmarking and labeling of income and assets, 

simultaneous borrowing and saving, and mental budgeting (Hoque & Ulku, 2017). These 

constructs of the mental budgeting theory are essential aspects that define the process for 

SME decision making and actions (Hoque & Ulku, 2017). 

Building upon Thaler's (1985) mental budgeting theory, Heath and Soll (1996) 

published the empirical research analysis model, which provides the groundwork in 

comprehending the specific courses SME owners take towards financial management (as 

cited in Teixeira, 2016). Thaler's mental budgeting theory and Heath and Soll's empirical 

research analysis model both aligned with this study exploring the financial management 

strategies that SME entertainment owners use to improve productivity and profitability to 

sustain the business beyond 5 years. 

Operational Definitions 

Financial management: The management of a business's funds necessary to 

complete organizational activities to establish the efficiency of capital use to sustain 

market performance (Milandru, 2017). 

Financial metrics: Variable measurements in quantitative or qualitative terms that 

enable businesses to control processes, equipment, and employee performance, as well as 

reporting of actual performance to expectations (N. Hernandez, 2017). 

Productivity: The combination of factors that enable a business to achieve 

determined organizational goals (Ugoani, 2016). 
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Profitability: The measure of a firm's ability to generate profit from a prime asset 

or a source of income (Dolewikou, Sumekar, & Setiadi, 2016). 

Small business: A business that employs no more than 500 employees and earns 

an average annual income of $7.5 million (Beesley, 2014). 

Sustainability: The ability for a business to survive and thrive by improving their 

quality of service and performance (Marina & Wahjono, 2017). 

Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations 

Assumptions 

According to Carbonell (2015), assumptions are beliefs, prejudices, stereotypes, 

and misconceptions that are believed to be factual without valid proof. In this study, the 

first assumption was that there is an abundance of small entertainment business owners in 

Northern Virginia who have implemented successful financial management strategies in 

order to improve productivity and profitability and have sustained their business beyond 

5 years. The second assumption was that all participants who agreed to an interview 

provided honest answers to the interview questions. The third assumption was that the 

answers provided by the participants to the interview questions would help answer the 

research question. The fourth assumption was that the participants would be willing to 

provide details and information on the financial management strategies they have 

implemented, the bottlenecks, and the critical underlining constructs. Further, the fifth 

assumption in this doctoral study was that the literary studies that I selected to review 

would all be useful in data triangulation. My last assumption was that information 
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gathered and concluded from this doctoral study could help increase the success rate for 

small entertainment businesses and contribute to positive social change. 

Limitations 

Limitations are the weaknesses of the research that are outside of the researcher's 

control (Yin, 2018). There were several limitations to this study. The primary limitation 

of this study was the participants of small entertainment business owners who have been 

in business for 5 years or more. The second limitation for this study was the available 

participants within the Northern Virginia region who were open to interviews. The third 

limitation revolved around SME owner's willingness to speak openly and honestly about 

the successful financial management strategies that they have implemented and improved 

upon to achieve sustainability. Another limitation included not being able to generalize 

the findings. 

Delimitations 

Delimitations are boundaries within the research that are typically set by the 

researcher conducting a defined doctoral study (Tanhueco-tumapon, 2016). When 

conducting a doctoral study, the researcher can set manageable goals with knowledge of 

the scope of and limitations within the qualitative study (Tanhueco-tumapon, 2016). In 

this study, I focused primarily on small entertainment businesses that have been 

successful for 5 years or longer. The primary focus was on successful financial 

management strategies that small entertainment business owners have implemented in 

their businesses. Organizations outside of Northern Virginia and firms who conduct 

business outside of entertainment I chose not to include in this doctoral study. An 
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additional delimitation was the time frame that each participant could interview. The last 

and final delimitation was the time frame for completing the doctoral study as well as 

travel, work, family, and other personal and professional factors that impacted time. 

Significance of the Study 

SME owners in the entertainment industry face the challenge of maximizing 

profitability. Therefore, SME owners seek to enhance productivity and maintain adequate 

financial management operations within their organizations. In the state of Virginia, 

SMEs in the second quarter of 2014 created 19,817 new jobs, while 19,065 jobs ended 

due to the exit of SMEs (U.S. SBA, 2016). The failure rate of SMEs in the state of 

Virginia affects the economy as well as a future entrepreneur's motivation for starting a 

new business. The significance of this study is to add to the existing body of literature on 

the financial management strategies for small business sustainability by examining 

mental budgeting of SME financing. The findings from this research study might help 

SMEs in the entertainment industry, as well as other small business industries, develop 

and implement new financial management strategies that can help improve productivity 

and profitability within their business operations. The implications for positive social 

change include potentially providing new financial management strategies that SME 

entertainment owners can use to enhance productivity and profitability, which may lead 

to increased employment rates, incomes, and improved economic health of the 

community. 
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Contribution to Business Practice 

The focus of this research study was to identify successful financial management 

strategies that small entertainment business owners have used to sustain in business for 5 

years and longer while increasing productivity and profitability. According to Radzi, Nor, 

and Ali (2017), SME failure, no matter the industry of operations, impact the economy 

and the environment negatively. According to Radzi et al., SME performance is 

measured by the achievement of a company's goals and objectives. Entertainment 

businesses play a significant role primarily in the Northern Virginia region. Without the 

entertainment market, individuals who aspire to be entertainers would be forced to 

relocate outside of the region to pursue career opportunities, which in turn limits the 

regions ability to build a substantial entertainment market. For small entertainment 

businesses, the topic of improving financial management strategies might provide 

strategic guidance to owners who focus on sustaining and growing their business. 

Further, the findings of this study could also help owners of SMEs develop organization-

wide financial analysis models to measure productivity and profitability. 

Implications for Social Change 

The results of this study might have business, community, and social impacts. The 

successful financial management strategies obtained through this research may be 

valuable to small entertainment business owners as well as other SMEs in various 

industries. According to Schinckus (2017), financial innovation is a contributing factor 

for SMEs to strategize and stabilize financial activities. Effective financial strategies in 

SMEs that enable sustainability for organizations contribute to the positive impacts of 
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economic stabilization (Schinckus, 2017). The community aspect of improving the 

financial performance of small entertainment businesses might affect job opportunities, 

primarily in urban communities, as many individuals struggle daily to find employment 

in the entertainment industry. According to Nugent (2017), many small business owners 

often collaborate and develop secure professional networks, and through these 

professional networks, SME owners collaboratively contribute to the business 

community's long-term success. The positive social impacts of improving financial 

management strategies of small entertainment businesses might influence future 

entrepreneurs, business professionals, and community growth. 

A Review of the Professional and Academic Literature 

In this literature review, I explored research findings on the financial management 

challenges that have affected sustainability for small entertainment businesses. I also 

explored successful financial management strategies that small entertainment business 

owners have used to ensure productivity and profitability to sustain the business 5 years 

and beyond. Articles included in this review relate to the research question: What 

financial management strategies do small entertainment business owners use to improve 

productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 5 years? The sources of 

information used for this literature review were peer-reviewed journal articles, books, 

web pages, and government publications. I accessed research through several databases: 

Walden University Library, Peer Reviewed Scholarly Journals, Science Direct, 

ABI/INFORM Collection, ProQuest Central, Directory of Open Access Journals, 
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EBSCO, and government databases. I performed additional searches by using 

commercial search engines such as Google and Google Scholar. 

The literature review includes an analysis of several topics focused on successful 

financial management strategies that small entertainment business owners have used to 

improve productivity and profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. The review 

begins with an overview of the theory of mental budgeting, the constructs that shape and 

form the conceptual model, and an extensive examination of the literature on the 

conceptual framework. I continue with an analysis of Heath anSoll's’s (1996) empirical 

research analysis model, a discussion of thmodel's’s support oThaler's’s (1985) mental 

budgeting theory, and support of financial management. I follow up with a review of 

Tversky anKahneman's’s (1985) theory of behavioral finance and a brief discussion of 

the conceptual model and how it relates and supportThaler's’s mental budgeting theory. I 

then wrap up the section by highlighting how the theory of mental budgeting applies to 

thistudy's’s specific business problem on strategic financial management practices for 

sustaining small entertainment businesses. 

The review then shifts to a discussion on the entertainment industry in the United 

States, followed by additional discussions on the entertainment industry in the state of 

Virginia, and the entertainment industry challenges in the state of Virginia. The focus 

then shifts to the financial management of SMEs, financial management, financial 

accounting, management accounting, strategic approaches to effective financial 

management, and successful financial management practices in the entertainment 

industry. I finalize the literature with a review and synthesis, including a discussion on 
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small business, small business sustainability, small business failure, and 

entrepreneurship. 

Table 1 represents the total number of peer-reviewed journal articles, books, and 

web pages to meet the requirements and guidelines of the Walden University doctoral 

study research requirements. The keywords used in obtaining the supporting source 

documentation are as follows: the entertainment industry, music industry finance, 

financial management, mental budgeting, small business, small business accounting, 

small business sustainability, small business survival, financial management practices, 

and entrepreneurship. The literature review contains a total of 181 reference citations, 

93% peer reviewed, which is within the mandatory 5-year period of 2014 – 2019. Table 1 

shows the details of the literature review by year of publication. 

Table 1 

Details of Literature Review by Year of Publication 

 5 years or 

older 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total   Percentage of 

total 

references 

Books 

 

  2 

 

1  2  5 2.8% 

Peer-reviewed 

articles 

8 15 20 22 26 24 1 116 93.1% 

Web pages 8 1 8 8 2 33  60 

 

4.1% 

Total 16 16 30 31 28 59 1 181 

 

100% 

 

In this literature review, I attempted to critically analyze, synthesize, and organize 

literature related to the conceptual framework as well as the existing body of knowledge 

regarding the research topic. This literature review is a report on extant research through 
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the collection of works that closely relate to the research topic, as well as demonstrate a 

rich and comprehensive review of successful financial management strategies that could 

influence the sustainability of SME firms in the entertainment industry. I used a topical 

structure method to organize those specific strategies to provide in-depth analysis of 

scholarly works and authoritative seminal works. This literature review begins with an 

overview and critical analysis of the mental budgeting theory, followed by other 

supporting and contrasting theories such as the theory of behavioral finance, along with 

concepts and strategies related to successful financial management. 

Mental Budgeting Theory 

The conceptual framework for this study was the mental budgeting theory. Thaler 

(1985) developed the mental budgeting theory, which is a theoretical development of 

mental accounting, as a method to understanding and defining the cognitive operations 

processes used by SMEs to evaluate financial behavior (Hoque & Ulku, 2017). Hoque 

and Ulku attested that mental budgeting theory is a concept of behavioral finance, 

designed to improve the decision-making and financial management approaches of SME 

owners. Mental budgeting evaluates the methods that business owners use in the 

implementation and the classification of their finances and resources (Hoque & Ulku, 

2017). Mental budgeting theory illustrates how SME owners evade psychological biases 

of accounting and finance by allocating assets for different things differently within their 

firm’s (Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Thaler, 1985). Antonides and Ranyard (2017) contributed 

that mental budgeting is known to help improve an SME owner's analysis of assets while 

maintaining expenses with means of making ends meet. Thaler’s mental budgeting theory 
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was a potentially useful lens for analyzing and understanding the strategies small 

entertainment business owners implement to improve productivity and profitability, 

which can ultimately influence sustainability. Additionally, Antonides and Ranyard noted 

that the theory of mental budgeting has proven useful as a conceptual framework for 

researchers since its inception by Thaler. 

Researchers have highlighted the significance of the theory of mental budgeting 

as a conceptual framework. Thaler (1985) opined that the reason researchers’ study 

mental budgeting is to enhance the understanding of the psychology of choice. LaBarge 

and Stinson (2014) contributed that the root definition of mental budgeting was grounded 

in behavioral economics that focused on defining deviations from predictions concluded 

by classical utility-maximizing models. Liu, Liu, and Mu (2017) determined that the term 

mental budgeting was more of a metaphor that applied to economic decisions due to 

utilities in conceptualizing psychological phenomena. Additionally, Liu et al.’s generality 

of mental budgeting may constitute circumscription due to lack of knowledge and 

understanding of finance and accounting. Mental budgeting requires SME owners to have 

conscience alertness and discipline towards effective management of financial activities. 

Mental budgeting requires SME owners, managers, and decision-makers on all levels to 

be conscious of income and expenses to achieve sustainability. Additionally, Thaler 

noted four key constructs that accentuate the controlled aspects of decision-making of the 

mental budgeting theory, which are hedonic editing, categorization of gains and losses, 

simultaneous borrowing and saving, and earmarking and labeling of income and assets. 
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Hedonic editing. The first significant construct and critical component of the 

mental budgeting theory is hedonic editing. Sul, Kim, and Choi (2016) defined hedonic 

editing as the process of mentally combining and separating experiences to improve the 

concept and process of decision making. Hedonic editing proposes that shorter time 

intervals facilitate the mental integration of two events, whereas longer time intervals 

influence mental segregation (Sul et al., 2016; Thaler, 1985, 1999). Yang et al. (2017) 

posited that the segregation or integration of multiple sets of data does not directly impact 

an individual's approach to decision making, based on the underlying theory of hedonic 

editing. Yang et al. contributed that emotions are a critical component of the behavioral 

science of hedonic editing in the decision-making process. Further, Evers, Imas, and 

Loewenstein (2016) argued that evidence of hedonic editing in the theory of mental 

budgeting can always identify when the outcomes of mental accounts fit into either an 

integrated or segregated category (Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Thaler, 1985). The research 

findings indicated that hedonic editing helps to highlight how business owners, investors, 

and financial professionals evaluate their capital gains and losses. 

Categorization of gains and losses. Gains and losses are vital components that 

are categorized based on profit maximization. While Cohen, Manzon, and Zamora (2015) 

opined that the categorization of capital gains and losses from an institutional perspective 

is the process of managing income, Bhatia (2015) asserted that financial gains and losses 

help guide the decision-making process of firms in various markets as well as in personal 

endeavors. Cassis (2014) affirmed that the useful categorization of gains and losses 

provides explicit accounting management of cash. Cassis also noted that the sale of 
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capital assets is one of the many underlying aspects of recognizing gains and losses from 

a finance and accounting perspective. Further, the categorization of income may be 

beneficial for taxpayers, in the process of influencing socially appropriate behavior, as 

social groups and norms influence decision making (Cohen et al., 2015; Thaler, 1999). 

Small business owners can measure the firm’s profitability through useful categorization 

of gains and losses. Maintaining adequate records of gains and losses can aid small 

entertainment business owner to distinguish the financial health of the firm and 

availability to borrowing and saving of finances. 

Simultaneous borrowing and saving. The borrowing and savings decisions of 

an SME owner are vital to ensuring sustainability. Sussman and O'Brien (2016) asserted 

that mental budgeting interfaces with behavioral aspects of financial management, which 

suggests that individual business owners preferred to preserve their organization's savings 

and borrowing capital from high-interest rate options through banks and investors. Challe 

and Ragot (2016) posited that firm owners tend to borrow money at high-interest rates 

but take the alternative approach and save their money at lower interest rates. Sussman 

and O’Brien also provided supporting literature on mental accounting which suggested 

that most firm owners impose limitations on spending to control impulsive spending to 

build organizational savings. Additionally, Hoque and Ulku (2017) found that hyperbolic 

discounting provides alternative knowledge on simultaneous borrowing and saving. 

Although many business owners obtain loans at high-interest rates, small entertainment 

business owners can enhance the firm’s financial savings by placing limitations on 

operational expenses. Further, Sussman and O'Brien revealed that firms also consider 
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earmarking and labeling of income and assets as a strategic method of increasing capital 

savings. 

Earmarking and labeling of income and assets. Earmarking and labeling is a 

practical approach to mental budgeting. Baranzini and Carattini (2017) posited that 

acceptability for firms in various economic environments could improve through the 

process of earmarking and labeling of carbon taxes. While Baranzini and Carattini and 

Hoque and Ulku (2017) asserted that through the conceptual framework of mental 

budgeting, earmarking is an effective method to record fiscal revenues of an 

environment, Silva (2015) contributed that earmarking can help improve the efficiency of 

SME financial provisions. Additionally, Silva noted that earmarking helps to promote 

positive neutralization and strategic provisions for firms through income redistribution. 

Small business owners can utilize income and assets to fund various business expenses 

while diligently adhering to tax regulations by earmarking and labeling. Incorporating the 

mental budgeting focus of earmarking and labeling may help small entertainment 

business owners efficiently improve the financial administration of the firm, through the 

appropriate designation of income and expenses, and recognition of environmental tax 

legislation. Thus, earmarking and labeling in conjunction with hedonic editing, 

categorization of gains and losses, and simultaneous borrowing and saving, produce the 

fundamental framework of mental budgeting. Further, since Thaler (1985) introduced 

mental budgeting, researchers, practitioners, and theorist (Heath & Soll, 1996; Zhang & 

Sussman, 2018) have historically utilized the theory of mental budgeting as a conceptual 

framework to influence the financial management of SMEs. 
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Mental budgeting has a historical influence on the accounting and financial 

management of small and medium-sized enterprises. Heath and Soll (1996), two 

scientists held to high regards with their research study which enhanced the idea of 

Thaler's mental budgeting theory when the duo utilized an empirical research analysis to 

evaluate the impact of mental budgeting on consumers such as SME owners. Heath and 

Soll enhanced Thaler’s (1985) mental budgeting theory by illustrating the framework’s 

significance from a psychological standpoint when the authors determined that 

consumers budgeted for a specific class of goods and managed expenses by labeling and 

tracking. In the late 1990s, Thaler (1999) returned with a subsequent study entitled 

“Mental Accounting Matters.” Thaler evaluated and analyzed the current state and 

knowledge of mental budgeting and how practitioners, researchers, and theorist engaged 

in mental accounting practices, with the focus on validating why mental budgeting was 

influential in the organization, evaluation, and tracking of financial activities. Thaler 

found that in comparison to his previous work, self-control was a critical characteristic 

that posed significant threats to the ability for business owners in managing their planned 

budgets. Small business owners quantify the financial health of the firm and ensure self-

control by efficiently budgeting and labeling income and expenses. By applying mental 

budgeting, small entertainment business owners can improve strategic measures to track 

income and expenses to improve profitability. 

Tracking income and expenses is vital to the financial health of a firm. Hossain 

(2018) posited that SME owners mentally allocate resources into individual accounts and 

tracked expenses against them as a strategic measure for sustaining their firm’s capital. 
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Thaler (1999) opined that when small business owners ignored tracking expenses in the 

appropriate accounts, it was equivalent to the methods larger organizations practiced in 

assigning expenses to what they believed were small items in a petty cash fund, to avoid 

receiving scrutiny from auditors on their choice of accounting practices. Accounting and 

finance professionals refer to the specific process as accruals. Accruals are expenses, 

revenues, and liabilities, which have been incurred by the business, but the business 

owner or financial manager fails to record in the appropriate accounts (Biswas, 2018). 

However, Thaler noted that a vast majority of business owners were not fond of mental 

budgeting, primarily because the practice forced them to pay more attention to sunk 

costs. Steinman and Jacobs (2015) defined sunk costs as costs that have occurred in 

previous transactions, in which the business owner is not able to recover. Overall, 

regardless of the disapproval of the mental budgeting theory by individual business 

professionals, small business owners who have invoked mental budgeting have 

developed control procedures such as accrual accounting within the financial operations 

of the firm to track and monitor income and expenses. Small entertainment business 

owners can enhance the productivity of the firm’s financial management operations by 

implementing accrual accounting procedures that could improve the administration and 

control of tracking income and expense. Further, Thaler (1985) opined that the control 

procedures that SME owners implement to manage the financial health of the firm 

represent the SME owner’s mindset and behavior towards financial management. 

Financial management behavior of SME owners can affect the efficiency of a 

firm’s financial operations. Reinholtz, Bartels, and Parker (2015) noted the financial 
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behavior impacts mental representation, which occurs due to mental accounting, and the 

mental representations subsequently shape an SME owner’s financial management 

practices. Antonides, De Groot, and Van Raaij (2011) found that the behavioral aspects 

of SME owners such as handling accounts, knowledge of financial products and 

investments, outlook on the future, and laziness, were aspects that were found to pose 

significant impacts on the mental budgeting of strategic financial management for SME 

owners. The uniqueness of Antonides et al. study was that financial management and 

mental budgeting were both revered as endogenous variables. Endogenous variables 

occurred in statistical data analysis when independent variables within a regression 

omitted essential facts from the statistical model (Birke, Van Bellegem, & Van 

Keilegom, 2017). Likewise, Bi and Liu (2014) revealed that the behavior of consumers 

posed significant impacts on how business owners priced their products and provided 

their services. De Groot and Van Raaij (2016) contributed that self-employed 

entrepreneurs improved their financial behavior, financial management, and strategy by 

applying mental budgeting and financial control measures. Hoque and Ulku (2017), an 

expert in behavioral science, asserted that the essential elements of mental budgeting 

such as a positive attitude towards money management and spending patterns of SME 

owners had a favorable influence on the strategic financial management practices of SME 

owners. Loureiro and Haws (2015) contended that business owners who were in a 

positive state of mind were less likely to exploit ambiguity in mental accounts and could 

justify their behaviors towards spending if there were no limitations on resources. Mental 

budgeting enables small business owners to be cognizant of personal biases and 
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consumer influences, that impact the financial management operations of the firm. 

Mental budgeting can aid small entertainment business owners to develop positive 

behaviors to influence efficient financial management operations, to improve the decision 

making of the firm. 

Mental budgeting stresses the importance of behavior and decision-making. 

Schutte and Gregory-Smith (2015) affirmed that negative emotions caused business 

owners to make illogical decisions, while positive emotions of individual business 

owners that maintained mental accounts led to healthy approaches to decision-making. 

Kang (2016) noted that consumer choice and information processing are critical 

constructs of mental budgeting that apply to entrepreneurial knowledge and behavioral 

decision making of SME owners. Small business owners should make financial decisions 

while in a positive and neutral state of mind, obviating from making financial decisions 

while in a negative state of mind. The financial decisions that small business 

entertainment business owners make whether positive or negative can affect the 

sustainability and longevity of a firm. 

An important target for all SME owners is to achieve longevity and sustainability. 

For example, Wilkinson and Klaes (2018) attested that through mental budgeting, 

business owners were well-informed about the strategic focus of the business and 

developed measures for increasing customer satisfaction, which improves productivity 

and profitability. Evensky and Guillemette (2018) contributed that business owners have 

also utilized a bucketing strategy, which is a mental budgeting technique to manage their 

assets in correspondence with achieving long term organizational goals. Also, Wilkinson 
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and Klaes asserted that the theoretical approach of mental budgeting takes into effect 

time and consumption budgeting. Before Wilkinson and Klaes analysis, Thaler (1999) 

found that business owners who practiced mental budgeting were better enabled to 

preserve time and had more visibility over their planned budgets to achieve short term 

and long-term objectives. The postulation of mental budgeting applies to any financial 

management strategy, especially budgeting. Small entertainment business owners who 

utilize mental budgeting can strengthen and improve the financial management of the 

firm by budgeting to improve productivity and profitability to attain long term 

sustainability. However, despite the influence of mental budgeting on the financial 

management of SMEs, Thaler’s (1985) theory of mental budgeting has received ample 

amounts of criticism as well. 

Mental budgeting is not without its critics. Koszegi and Matejka (2018) criticized 

the theory of mental budgeting for vagueness in construct validity, citing that 

entrepreneurs who utilized mental budgeting experienced naïve diversification in their 

financial decisions, which led to poor investments that were not entirely optimal. Cross 

(2017) supported Koszegi and Matejka’s views on mental budgeting’s negative impacts 

on investments, when the duo criticized mental budgeting, stating that the concepts and 

processes of mental accounting could sabotage strategic investment initiatives as well as 

overall financial health. Gilboa, Postlewaite, and Schmeidler (2010) disapproved of 

mental budgeting for lack of strategic emphasis on traditional best practices with 

budgeting. McGath (2018) dismissed mental budgeting calling the theory a “curse” to 

traditional financial management practices, while also stating that mental budgeting was 
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only useful from an awareness perspective. In addition, after conducting significant 

research on SMEs and entrepreneurs who utilized mental budgeting for strategic financial 

management, Frick (2010) disapproved of mental budgeting, citing that the self-

employed entrepreneurs who utilized mental budgeting lacked the necessary cognitive 

awareness of cash liquidation, which limited their ability to invest financial resources in 

growing their businesses effectively. Regardless of criticisms, Marotta (2018) found the 

theory of mental budgeting to be beneficial for entrepreneurs in structuring their strategic 

financial management operations. Despite the criticism, mental budgeting has influenced 

entrepreneurs to become more disciplined with managing operating capital, adjusting the 

allocation of assets to maximize dividends, and effectively investing net income to secure 

long term success (Antonides et al., 2011; Heath & Soll, 1996; Hoque & Ulku, 2017). 

Furthermore, researchers Heath and Soll and Thaler (1999) suggested that small business 

owners can amplify their mental budgeting practices by implementing an empirical 

research analysis model which could aid in the management of firm budgets and enhance 

awareness of budget constraints. 

Empirical Research Analysis Model 

The empirical research analysis model supports the translation of mental 

budgeting into innovation for small business owners. Hammood (2018) suggested 

formulating an empirical research analysis model to support small business owners to 

improve financial decision making. The concepts underlining the mental budgeting 

theory defined by Thaler (1985) have had significant impacts and influence on the 

decision-making processes of SME owners and non-business personnel, as emphasized 
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by Hoque and Ulku (2017). Improving on the earlier work of Thaler, Heath and Soll 

(1996) developed the empirical research analysis model that captured the general ideas 

described in mental budgeting and thoroughly investigated concluded consequences 

through the application of consumer theory. Teixeira (2016) later revealed that by 

developing a formal model for mental budgeting, Heath and Soll were able to address the 

theoretical and empirical implications that were necessary to analyze the validity of 

Thaler’s mental budgeting, along with the model’s overall appropriateness to financial 

management. Additionally, Teixeira (2016) affirmed that the empirical research analysis 

model applied an agent to the mental budgeting theory by classifying finances into 

expenditure categorization, with the identification of the expense category for each object 

and an allocation rule, which identified the mental allocations that represented the 

quantities of money for each group. The empirical research analysis model supports the 

understanding and focus of mental budgeting and the measures by which SME owners 

classify financial accounts to ensure internal control of finances. Small entertainment 

business owners could properly structure, align, and manage the financial operations of 

the firm by applying the empirical research analysis model as an evaluation agent in the 

financial operations of the firm. 

Researchers acknowledged the importance of the empirical research analysis 

model to aiding SME owners to enhance the firm’s financial operations. Wei and Wang 

(2017) conducted an empirical analysis of the impact of open-book accounting on inter-

organizational cost management and performance. While Wei and Wang discovered that 

along with the influence of information technology, the adoption of an excellent open-
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book accounting practice posed significant positive effects on enhancing inter-

organizational cost management and financial performance, Soni, Saluja, and Vardia 

(2018) conducted an empirical analysis and observed the impact of cloud accounting 

software on three different business sectors; banking, insurance, and retail. Soni et al. 

found that banking, insurance, and retail business sectors adopted cloud accounting if 

their organizations employed more than 250 staff members,  however, various firms 

within these same business sectors, through the empirical analysis model, did not adopt 

cloud accounting due to threats to data security. Wei and Wang revealed that integrating 

information technology into a firm’s financial operations enhanced information sharing, 

which improved relationships between business owners, customers, vendors, and external 

stakeholder. Soni et al. contributed that empirical research analysis is a critical research 

method in collecting and analyzing data for researchers to gain an understanding of the 

phenomenon of accounting within a specific industry. Information technology has a 

positive influence on the strategic financial management of firms in various industries, 

through the analytical process of empirical research as an agent of mental budgeting. 

Small entertainment business owners can improve the financial management of the firm 

with information technology while enhancing financial reporting and analytics. Small 

entertainment business owners could also adapt the empirical research model to mental 

budgeting, through information technology, to gain real-time access to the firm’s 

financial operations systems. 

The empirical research analysis model captures the general foundation of mental 

budgeting and SME owners’ strategic approach to structuring the firm's financial 
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operations. For example, Thaler (1985) and later Hoque and Ulku (2017) asserted that 

small business owners could improve the financial health and management of their 

companies, by categorizing and labeling income and expenses based on the overall 

objectives of the firm, in order to sustain the business. Later in his subsequent study, 

Thaler (1999) found that SME owners who achieved success and enhanced productivity 

and profitability were able to avoid bias accounting and finance practices by maintaining 

control of the firm's income and expense allocations. Loureiro and Haws (2015) 

supported Thaler’s study on mental budgeting when the scientists collaboratively 

affirmed that labeling income and expenses enhanced the positive behavior of SME 

owners, towards financial management. De Groot and Van Raaij (2016) asserted that 

SME owners who improved short-term business initiatives and financial operations 

increased their firm's chances of achieving long-term financial health and sustainability. 

SME owners achieve success by aligning the firm's financial operations in conjunction 

with the overall goals and objectives of the business. Small entertainment business 

owners could ensure sustainability through alignment of the firm’s financial management 

operations and the strategic objectives of the business. Also, small entertainment business 

owners can enhance their cognitive understanding of personal behavior towards 

successful financial management. 

The empirical research analysis model, in conjunction with mental budgeting, is 

critical to analyzing the behavior of SME business owners. Bi and Liu (2014) contributed 

that SME owners that maintained positive and neutral mindsets, during periods when 

resources that were vital to the day to day business operation were limited, influenced the 
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mental and behavioral approach of financial managers within their firms, towards 

spending. Hoque and Ulku (2017) and Liu et al. (2017) obtained similar results in their 

seminal works when the scholars revealed that the strategic focus and constructs of 

mental budgeting proved to be beneficial for SME owners and self-employed 

entrepreneurs with managing their personal and professional finances. Similarly, De 

Groot and Van Raaij (2016) asserted that SME owners who had a positive attitude toward 

money management and utilized fixed budgets to control their spending experienced 

positive operational results through mental budgeting. Mental budgeting requires SME 

owners to maintain a positive outlook on strategic financial management while 

maintaining control over the firms spending and investments. The empirical research 

model could be beneficial to small entertainment business owners in comprehending the 

intuitions and behaviors that influence financial decision making. 

Overall, these studies in mental budgeting and empirical research analysis may 

contribute to future research investigations and explorations, on how mental budgeting 

impacts strategic financial management practices and influences the decisions that SME 

owners make, to ensure sustainability, to improve the socio-economic environment of 

small entertainment firms. One collaborative factor is that future research should focus on 

the mentality and decision-making processes of SME owners to determine the correlation 

between objectives and variables, and how they influence the means by which SME 

owners manage their firm's income and expenses (Bi & Liu, 2014; De Groot & Van 

Raaij, 2016; Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Liu et al., 2017). The results and findings may provide 

small entertainment business owners with information that is valuable to improving 
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financial management strategies, productivity and profitability, and sustainability 

measures to ensure business survival and improving socio-economic relationships. 

Further, Kenton (2018) opined that the empirical research analysis model could help 

small business owners understand the cognitive operations concepts of mental budgeting 

as a concept in a field of behavioral finance. 

Theory of Behavioral Finance 

Mental budgeting is a vital concept of behavioral finance. Financial economist 

Will Kenton (2018) indicated that mental budgeting is a pillar of behavioral finance and 

understanding the financial choices of SME owners. In the late 1980s, Tversky and 

Kahneman (1985) developed the theory of behavioral finance. Illiashenko (2017) noted 

that the theory of behavioral finance is a concept derived from behavioral economics, 

which states that humans have different reactions and emotions towards economics by 

embracing findings from psychology and sociology. Statman (2014) posited that 

behavioral finance divides individuals perceived to be reasonable from individuals who 

are more rational in standard economics, while Illiashenko contributed that behavioral 

finance enhanced the knowledge of finance beyond portfolios, asset pricing, and 

marketability. Behavioral finance provides a systematic analysis of the influences behind 

the behaviors of investors and managers directly and indirectly. Behavioral finance 

advocates mental budgeting as the conceptual lens of the study to analyze the 

characteristics of small business owners spending and savings behaviors. 

 Behavioral finance unveils the influences behind the financial decision making 

and behaviors of SME owners. Nawrocki and Viole (2014) proclaimed that finance has 
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and will always be behavioral. For example, Statman (2014) posited that behavioral 

finance offered an alternative foundation block for the four pillars of standard finance: (a) 

people are ordinary, (b) markets are not efficient even if they are beatable, (c) portfolios 

are designed by the rules of behavioral portfolio theory, (d) return on investments are 

illustrated by behavioral asset pricing. Illiashenko (2017) posited that understanding the 

psychological foundations of behavioral finance improves knowledge of the benefits as 

well as the strict limitations of the conceptual framework. Similarly, Vucinic (2017) 

asserted that behavioral finance had made significant contributions in comparison with 

standard finance theory. However, Vucinic further attested that the decision-making 

process in finance becomes distorted due to the lack of trust in electronic financial 

systems (Wei & Wang, 2017). Further Heath and Soll (1996) and later Thaler (1999) 

noted that the strategic objective of behavioral finance was to apply structured 

psychological factors around the examination and observation of investor and manager 

behavior, through the implementation of mathematical-statistical models of modern 

corporate finance. The theory of behavioral finance aids in the exploration of actions and 

psychological influence related to mental budgeting and the behaviors that influence the 

strategic financial management of small business owners. 

In summary, the theory of behavioral finance provided a secondary lens in this 

study to further the understanding of SME owners financial decision-making processes 

through the theory of mental budgeting. The theory of behavioral finance in conjunction 

with the underlying constructs and principles of the theory of mental budgeting could 

support small entertainment business owners learn and understand the psychological 
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anchors that have contributed to the strategic implementation of successful financial 

management practices. Comprehensive knowledge of how behavior towards finance 

influences the cognitive processes of mental budgeting could aid small entertainment 

business owners to assess the constraints that occur in the financial management 

operations of the firm. Additionally, as a secondary lens, the theory of behavioral finance 

reinforced the significance of mental budgeting as the primary lens applied to understand 

the business problem that some small entertainment business owners lack financial 

management strategies to improve productivity and profitability to sustain the business 

beyond 5 years. 

Application to the applied business problem. The theory of mental budgeting 

applies to this research study due to the entertainment industries need for SME owners to 

develop strategic financial management practices to manage and control net capital. 

Thaler (1985) noted that entrepreneurs and business owners face self-control problems in 

regulating budget constraints. Additionally, Loureiro and Haws (2015) and Hoque and 

Ulku (2017) collectively confirmed that business owners who lacked self-control and 

spent beyond their planned budget placed their firms in jeopardy. All four authors 

collectively accentuated that small business owner’s lack of financial self-control 

negatively impacts small business success. Minimum research has been conducted 

examining the impacts of poor financial management practices of small entertainment 

businesses operating within the entertainment industry. Even less research is available 

where qualitative research was conducted to examine the impacts of poor financial 
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management strategies on the survival of small entertainment firms in the Northern 

Virginia region of the United States. 

A significant aspect of measuring business owner survival is recognizing and 

understanding financial management challenges. For example, Acosta and St. Jean 

(2018) completed a study to examine the significant financial management challenges for 

small entertainment companies throughout multiple regions in the United States. The 

study was limited in scope and only focused on the U.S. entertainment industry without 

comparing the financial management challenges that small entertainment firms faced 

from a global perspective. The researchers found that many entrepreneurs and small 

business owners in the entertainment industry across all sectors fail to enhance their 

financial management operations even with the growth in technology and prefer to 

remain cash-intensive. To elaborate, business owners in the entertainment industry prefer 

to receive payments via cash, rather than utilizing new technological methods such as 

wire transfers. The researchers also uncovered that by physically managing cash, 

entertainment owners became more vulnerable to risks and fraud, since cash is much 

harder to track, and slows account reconciliation due to the increased potential for error 

and loss. The results of the study apply to small entertainment firms, as revealed by 

Acosta and St. Jean, small entertainment business owners could improve financial 

transactions, capital asset management, reporting, and financial security, by transitioning 

to modernized electronic Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems (Wei & Wang, 

2017). Discontinuing the practice of physical money management is vital to improving 

the tracking and labeling of money, to achieving productivity and profitability to sustain 
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the business. Small entertainment business owners should implement financial 

management software, which may help mitigate challenges and risks. 

Financial management challenges are not rare for SME owners. Tough (2016) 

analyzed the financial management challenges of various subsidiary companies within 

the entertainment industry based on reports citing downfalls in business sustainability 

occurring due to poor self-management practices (Bi & Liu, 2014; Hoque & Ulku, 2017). 

Tough found that entertainment owners and entrepreneurs suffered severe disadvantages 

in their financial management practices due to placing trust in inexperienced financial 

professionals and shell companies to manage their income and expenses. Emphasizing 

Tough’s revelation regarding entertainment business owners placing trust in inexperience 

financial professionals, Goh (2017) examined and analyzed the causes of failure in the 

entertainment industry of various top tier businesses in the entertainment industry from 

the 1920s to 2010. Goh determined that many business owners in the entertainment 

industry failed due to failure to invest working capital towards securing future success. 

Employing inexperienced financial professionals and trusting shell companies to manage 

a firm’s income and expenses could cause conflict, as inexperienced professionals and 

outside entities often do not have the business owner nor the firm’s best interest at heart. 

Likewise, poor decisions and business practices administered by inexperienced financial 

professionals and shell corporations can negatively impact the reputation of SME owners 

as having poor management skills. 

Poor management by SME owners in the entertainment industry causes business 

failure in some instances. Poland (2012) observed factors that impact failure in the film 
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sector of the entertainment industry, discovered that 10% of businesses often survived, 

while 85% failed because business owners lack financial management and literacy of 

capital assets. Poland noted that the eagerness of business owners and entrepreneurs to 

take higher investments instead of lower investments impacted investor relationships and 

future access to venture capital assistance when their businesses failed. Similarly, 

Resknikoff (2017) examined 16 firms in the music sector of the entertainment industry to 

analyze and understand the financial factors that contributed to business failure and 

discovered that conflicts amongst investors and entrepreneurs due to minimal or zero 

return on investments, often led to investors micromanaging entrepreneurs and their 

financial practices. However, in an examination of the entertainment business with a 

strict focus on production costs, Chaupin (2017) argued that the sole and primary cause 

for poor financial performance amongst SMEs in the entertainment industry was due to 

the business owner’s poor management of production cost, coincided with lack of 

awareness and management of income and expenses. Business owners within small 

entertainment companies are likely to seek investments without properly planning on 

how to generate revenue to pay back investors, which negatively impacts business 

productivity. Through the strategic formulation of financial management procedures, 

small entertainment business owners should optimize effective management of capital 

along with a schedule to ensure on-time payment to investors. 

In summary, the results of these studies could provide valuable information to 

enable successful financial management practices, accounting management, and cultivate 

the knowledge of the behavioral approaches towards spending, performed by small 
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entertainment business owners, to better sustainability initiatives and increase 

productivity and profitability. The mental budgeting (Thaler, 1985) approach could be 

critical to understanding the behavioral approach to financial management and the 

spending patterns of small business owners in the entertainment industry. The mental 

budgeting approach could further help identify financial management mistakes and help 

improve income utilization, categorization of expenses, and evaluation of financial 

decisions (Hoque & Ulku, 2017). These studies could contribute to future research 

through an exploration of how mental budgeting influences successful financial 

management of small entertainment businesses in the United States, primarily in the 

northern region of the state of Virginia. 

The Entertainment Industry in the United States 

The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the successful 

financial management strategies that small entertainment business owners use to improve 

productivity and profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. The central research 

question for the study was: What financial management strategies do small entertainment 

business owners use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 

5years? In the United States, the entertainment business is 33% or a third of the global 

media and entertainment industry, which produces the film, video games, music, and 

book publishing (Nead, 2018). According to the U.S. Department of Commerce (2018), 

the U.S entertainment industry generates more than $735 billion annually. The 

entertainment industry in the United States is lucrative and contributes significantly to the 

economic landscape of the country. Further, Nead asserted that the success of the 
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entertainment industry in the United States could be accredited to small businesses within 

the industry. 

SMEs in the United States entertainment industry contributes to economic wealth 

and are responsible for new business ventures. DeBenedetti (2018) reported that the 

dynamics of the entertainment industry for SMEs and large corporations are shifting to 

newer business models and practices due to the g9rowth of the internet and online content 

delivery. Additionally, DeBenedetti also found that consumer spending on entertainment 

content and accessories were the critical factors of success for the entertainment industry, 

which contributed to economic stability and profitability. The U.S entertainment industry 

is a lucrative industry that contributes to the wealth of the U.S economy. Also, the studies 

revealed that the internet would become the primary source for content delivery, which 

could force business owners within the entertainment industry to enhance content 

delivery, to meet the demands of consumers. 

Consumer demand for entertainment content in the United States is highly 

favorable. De Ritis and Si (2016) asserted that the United States is the melting pot for 

entertainment growth and profitability. While Collis (2017) posited that entertainment is 

defined by the audience and commercial nature more so than by the content or emotional 

nature or response, Vogel (2015), opined that the word entertainment has various 

definitions, which is why the classification of entertainment activities into industry 

segments, supports the establishment of boundaries, and effective management of data-

driven analytics. The supply of new products and services in the entrainment industry 

from all segments are dependent on the ability of new businesses to rise above 
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competitive disadvantages, and threats to the market entrance. For example, Vogel 

analyzed data and revealed that in the United States, an estimated 160 billion hours and 

more than $320 billion are spent on legal forms of entertainment annually. In a 

subsequent study, Bauer and Latzer (2016) attested that technology has been at the 

forefront of growth and diversification in content delivery for the entertainment industry, 

and the growth of online entertainment content delivery to consumers, represents vibrant 

responses by industry owners to take advantage of opportunities for growth. However, 

Walls and McKenzie (2018) rejected Latzer, when the authors attested that predicting 

success in the entertainment business based on technological advancements is not a 

predictable practice. Technological advancements are spearheading growth initiatives in 

the United States entertainment industry. Small entertainment business owners can 

improve productivity and enhance relationships with consumers through the adoption of 

new technological innovations shaping the entertainment industry. 

In summary, the profitability and growth of the entertainment industry dependable 

on the ability for business owners in each sector to produce and deliver quality content to 

consumers, as well as exploit digital platforms through the internet to drive profitability. 

The findings may enhance strategic efforts in structuring financial management 

procedures to coincide with the entertainment industries best practices and evolving 

landscape. Additionally, the collective findings could be beneficial to new small 

entertainment business owners, primarily in the music sector of the entertainment 

industry in understanding the profitability of entertainment content along with the 

significance of new technological advancements. 
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The music sector of the entertainment industry. The music sector of the 

entertainment industry drives value and contributes to economic growth. The U.S music 

sector of the entertainment industry is the primary business sector of focus in this study. 

The modern U.S recording industry emerged between the 1930s and the 1950s (Record 

Industry Association of America, 2018). Fox (2019) defined the music sector of the 

entertainment industry as the development, distribution, and sale of music in a wide 

variety of forms, along with the marketing of live performances. The U.S. Department of 

Commerce (2018) affirmed that the U.S music industry is the largest global music market 

in the world. The U.S. music industry creates, manufactures, and distributions music 

through physical (cassettes, CDs, vinyl) and digital forms (MP3), as well as the 

promotion and sales of live musical performances (Hagstrom-Miller, 2018). Four major 

record labels or firms dominate the U.S music industry market; Sony Music 

Entertainment, Universal Music Group, Warner Music Group, and EMI (Thompson, 

2017). A record label is a company that engages in the marketing of recorded music and 

music videos, as well as the recruitment of new artist and development, music publishing 

and copyright administration. Thompson (2017) found that all four major labels 

cumulatively own over 40% of the industry market share, while Etcovitch (2017) 

revealed that all four major record labels account for 70% of the annual industry revenue. 

Successful development, distribution, and sales of recorded music enable the music 

industry in the United States to attain value while contributing financially to economic 

wealth and development. Small entertainment business owners can become an engine that 
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strengthens and drives the progression of the music industry through successful 

operations of recording labels. 

Record labels drive the business functions of the music industry. Recording labels 

have played a pivotal role in the inception and growth of the music industry through 

administering the legal process of partnerships, rights-based music, tracking, collecting, 

and distributing royalties to artists, producers and copyright owners (Etcovitch, 2017). 

However, Thompson (2017) argued that even as significant and vital a role that record 

labels have played in the U.S music industry, the evolution in technology, recording and 

production programs, and digital music platforms via the internet, have developed a more 

independent infrastructure for artists to release music and engage with fans all around the 

world affecting artist and label relationships. Comparably, R. Hernandez (2017) 

supported Thompson’s assessment, when the author revealed that the growth and 

evolution of technology have also impacted physical distribution and sales of music, due 

to growth in consumer demand for digital music, which has posed significant challenges 

for music entertainment companies. Developing new business models geared towards 

online content delivery through the internet may succor small entertainment business 

owners in the music sector to attract musicians to commit to record labels contractually, 

to maintain a competitive advantage, or face sustainability challenges that could 

potentially lead to an early exit out of the music and entertainment market. 

Challenges for U.S music industry and recording labels. Technological 

advancements pose significant challenges for record labels within the United States 

music industry. Advancements in technology have transformed the way consumers 
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access music and audio content. In their seminal work of the United States music 

industry, Guidolin and Guseo (2015) analyzed the impact of technology on the U.S music 

industries physical manufacturing, distribution, and sales of music. They conducted a 

quantitative descriptive statistical test comparing the market impact of cassettes, CD’s, 

and digital music. Guidolin and Guseo expressed that from a conventional viewpoint as 

consumers, the introduction of CD’s was vital to the expansion of the music market, 

which was also beneficial for cassette tapes as well. Their overall research findings 

revealed, that compared to the current industry business model and consumer demand for 

digital music, the music industry in the United States experienced a higher market share 

through the physical sales of cassettes and CD’s from the 1980s to the year 2000, in 

comparison to the revenue generated from digital music sales. Consumer demand for 

digital music has caused a decline in annual revenue dating back to the year 2000, from 

as high as $40 billion to as low as $14.9 billion in 2014. Advancements in technology, 

have birthed new platforms for consumers to access and purchase music while also 

negatively impacting the annual industry revenue. Small entertainment business owners 

in the music industry must take advantage of new technological advancements to enhance 

the efficiency of the firm’s business models, as well as remain cognizant of industry 

changes that impact the direct to consumer relationship, and revenue, or face potential 

conflicts that could impact sustainability. 

Entrepreneurs should research and understand the current state of the music 

industry before investing in the market. Naveed, Watanabe, and Neittaanmaki (2017) 

conducted an empirical analysis, evaluating the current state of the U.S music industry. 
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The authors analyzed monthly revenue trends over the past thirty years in the U.S music 

industry. They discovered that from the 1980s to 1999, the U.S music industry generated 

more revenue from the physical manufacturing, distribution, and sales of music in the 

form of cassettes and CDs. They further disinterred, that the U.S music industry 

experienced a downward trajectory with the expansion of the internet, which has enabled 

consumers to download, listen, allocate, and stream music for free, to impact record sales 

significantly. Additional findings from Naveed et al. uncloaked that while the 

digitization of music, mainly streaming services, has gained increasing popularity, the 

decline in revenues for the record industry has also negatively affected the strategic 

financial and operational performance of record labels as well. The study findings could 

prove significant to small entertainment business owners seeking to gain insight into how 

the change to digital distribution impacts revenue. Collectively, the studies produced by 

Guidolin and Guseo (2015) and Naveed et al., together, confirmed that entertainment 

firms in the music industry should focus their efforts on digital distribution of content to 

remain profitable in the market. Integration of new advancements in technology can aid 

small entertainment business owners in the music industry enhance business operations to 

improve revenue recognition, minimize time scales to meet consumer demands, position 

the firm for future growth, and improve marketing and revenue-producing opportunities 

for musicians. 

Musicians or artists are vital constituents to the success of the music industry. In 

the 2018 published article in the Media section of the New York Times, Sisario (2018) 

acknowledged that the traditional path to stardom and success for recording artists has 
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historically gone through a major or independent record label. Sisario further inferred that 

the growth and advancement in digital music streaming services posed a significant threat 

to the sustainability of major and independent record labels, as executives of music 

streaming services such as Spotify have begun licensing music directly from the artist, 

offering a better financial payout and ownership security. Likewise, Kafka (2018) 

implied that if record labels failed to adapt, digital music streaming services could 

become the new platform for the artist, replacing significant and independent record 

labels. However, Wang (2018) argued against artist cutting independent deals with digital 

music streaming service providers, asserting that artist would, in turn, lose the support 

and vast resources that record labels provide, leaving them vulnerable to risk. Owners of 

record labels should align business operations collaboratively with digital platforms to 

improve marketability and profitability for musicians or face a decline in annual revenue 

and market strength. The significant consequence could be the continued poor financial 

performance, to jeopardize the life cycle of small entertainment businesses such as record 

labels if owners do not adapt to the advancements in technology. 

 Technological advancements influence the growth trajectory of the music 

industry. Despite the financial hurdles and decline in revenue within the U.S music 

industry in the past decade (Guidolin & Guseo, 2015; Naveed et al., 2017), Nead (2018) 

posited that the U.S music industry which also includes concerts and touring experienced 

tremendous growth in revenue from fiscal year 2016 to fiscal year 2017. According to the 

Record Industry Association of America (RIAA, 2018) first-quarter industry revenue 

report, the U.S music industry in 2017 generated $8.7 billion in annual revenue from 
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recorded music which was a substantial 16.5% growth from $7.5 billion in annual 

revenue from 2016. At wholesale value, the U.S music industries revenues grew from 

12.6% from the fiscal year 2016 at $5.2 billion to $5.9 billion in 2017 (RIAA, 2018). 

Joshua P. Friedlander, who serves as the senior VP of strategic data and analytics for the 

RIAA, credited music streaming platforms such as Spotify, Apple Music, Tidal, Amazon, 

Pandora and various other subscription-based platforms for contributing to 2/3rds of the 

cumulative music industry revenue growth in 2017 (RIAA, 2018). In the music industry, 

evolution in technology has strained profits and forced changes in distribution models. 

Thus, the expectations for sustainability requires for companies within the music industry 

to modify their business models, to align with current consumer and industry demands, to 

achieve a competitive advantage. Transitioning to new industrialized business models 

centralized around information technology can aid small entertainment business owners 

within the northern region of the state of Virginia, enhance understanding of past and 

present performance, align plans, optimize profitability, and strengthen insights to critical 

operational and financial indicators, to achieve success. 

The entertainment industry in Virginia. The entertainment industry in Virginia, 

primarily the northern region of the state, is a small but developing market. The Virginia 

entertainment industry in the past five years has grown to become a significant 

contributor to growing economic development in the region. The Virginia Beach 

Department of Economic Development (2018) reported that in 2016, the Virginia 

entertainment industry which consists of film, television, music, and media production 

grossed approximately $696.8 million in annual revenue, created and provided over 4,287 
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high-paying full-time jobs to Virginians, and contributed over $28 million to state tax 

revenue. Similarly, Williams (2018) noted that the growth of the entertainment industry 

in Virginia has positively impacted economics, as well as inspiring, motivating, and 

promoting empathy among aspiring entrepreneurs. Further, Williams also opined that as 

the growth of Virginia’s entertainment industry continues to ascend, advanced jobs in 

manufacturing and technology will shift the economic trajectory of Virginia, while also 

paving the way for professionals with developed and advanced skills which could transfer 

into government defense, artificial intelligence, and autonomous technology. 

Correspondingly, Andy Edmunds (2018) the director of the Virginia Film Office attested 

that the success of the entertainment industry in Virginia would enable entertainment 

entrepreneurs to leverage global success and marketability as well as create more 

opportunities in the state of Virginia. The projected growth of Virginia’s entertainment 

industry could contribute to job development and economic wealth. However, the authors 

neglected to mention that the two major business sectors in the Virginia entertainment 

industry are the film and television and music and entertainment sectors. 

The film and television sector of Virginia’s entertainment industry is profitable. 

Williams (2018) posited that there was more profit in the film and television sector of the 

entertainment industry in the state of Virginia. Additionally, Williams revealed that 

currently in the state of Virginia, there is a $6.5 million cap on film incentives which is 

set to expire at the end of the year in 2022, but a critical bottleneck in attracting more 

investors are the unfavorable Virginia state tax incentives. Substantiating Williams’ 

assessment, Heather Butterworth (2018) a digital content producer, accentuated that the 
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film and television sector in Virginia created more jobs and increased the promotion of 

tourism through casting and live recordings, which drew in more revenue through the 

purchase of goods and services by the tourist. Curran (2018) in an analysis of the impacts 

of film and television production on Virginia economics, discovered that the production 

of feature films in the state of Virginia during the 4th quarter of the fiscal year 2018, 

positively generated over $30 million in economic impact in Virginia. Comparably, 

Leayman (2018) determined that the production and filming of feature films was a 

driving force in the creation of jobs in the state of Virginia. Williams further posited that 

centralizing the focus on growing the film and television sector of the state of Virginia’s 

entertainment industry, could enhance economic advancement, and enable Virginia to 

become more competitive. Despite unfavorable tax legislation, the film and television 

sector in the entertainment industry in the state of Virginia is instrumental in generating 

economic wealth. However, the authors collectively neglected to address the impact of 

the music and entertainment sector of the entertainment industry to the economic wealth 

within the state of Virginia. 

Research on the impact of the music and entertainment sector of Virginia’s 

entertainment industry is still in preliminary stages. Sam McDonald (2002) proclaimed 

that the development of live music amphitheaters, which showcases local music artists, 

major pop, rock, hip-hop, and country acts, not only enabled independent record labels in 

Virginia to showcase talent, but also drew in revenues from $5 million to $10 million 

annually from live music concerts. Hatcher (2014) credited the music and entertainment 

businesses for contributing to northern Virginia’s economic growth from revenues 
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generated through domestic and non-domestic tourism due to live events, which have 

impacted real estate value, and the development of more new amphitheaters and 

nightclubs (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016b). Similarly, Mobley (2016) calculated that the 

music and entertainment sector grossed roughly $10 million in revenue and contributed 

about $35,000 annually in taxes which has helped boost the regional economy in northern 

Virginia and partial areas in southern Virginia, where music and entertainment are 

rapidly growing. Further, Mobley attested that the evolution of technology, primarily the 

internet, and changes in the music industry’s business model had enabled entertainment 

entrepreneurs, musicians, and entertainers to boost marketability (Kafka, 2018; 

Thompson, 2017). The City of Virginia Beach (2017) concurred with Mobley that live 

music concerts attracted tourist from various territories outside and within the state of 

Virginia, which generated tax revenue, and from those tax revenue, the cost of local real 

estate and personal property taxes decreased for residents within the city. The music and 

entertainment sector of Virginia’s entertainment industry contributes abundantly to 

economic wealth primarily through the promotion of tourism. Entrepreneurs should 

continue to invest and strengthen the productivity and profitability of music and 

entertainment businesses in the state of Virginia to contribute to the advancement of 

economic development. 

In sum, high interest in the film and television sector of Virginia’s entertainment 

industry has attracted more investors than the music sector, based on forecasts of success, 

and projections of employment growth. Sequentially, success in the music sector of 

Virginia’s entertainment industry relies on the business owner’s ability to align business 
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operations to meet customer demands strategically, as well as managing capital 

expenditures and cost control. A significant theme that is prevalent is the impact of 

technological advancements on the success of firms in the Virginia entertainment 

industry, in conjunction with the U.S entertainment industry. Overall, the success of the 

entertainment industry in the state of Virginia contributes to economic wealth and 

growth. However, despite the success of the entertainment industry in the state of 

Virginia in its entirety, the authors omitted the challenges that small entertainment 

owners in various regions in the state of Virginia face, primarily in the Northern region. 

Entertainment industry challenges in Northern Virginia. Research on 

challenges that impact the success of small entertainment firms in Northern Virginia is 

still a growing phenomenon with no definitive conclusion. SBA (2016) reported that 

there are more than 33,000 small entertainment firms in the state of Virginia, with an 

employment share of 56.9%. Fallon (2017) posited that many businesses within 

Virginia’s entertainment industry are small limited liability corporations and small 

limited liability partnerships. Further, Fallon magnified the purpose of the study and 

found, that apart from operational bottlenecks, small entertainment firms in the state of 

Virginia failed to adhere to taxation regulations, which contributed to business failure. 

Similarly, The U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics (2018a) in their second-quarter 

economic news release reported that between 2013 to 2017 an average of 79% of new 

small entertainment startups in the state of Virginia failed within their first 5 years, with 

an estimated 15% to 20% of the total average belonging to the Northern Virginia area. An 

emerging theme confirmed by all the authors validated Williams (2018) findings, which 
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highlighted the state of Virginia’s corporation tax regulations as a contributing challenge 

for small entertainment businesses. Failure to comply with government regulatory 

compliance legislation is a primary factor that impacts the sustainability efforts of small 

entertainment business owners in Northern Virginia. New small entertainment business 

owners should learn, comply, and remain informed on government regulatory compliance 

requirements designated for SMEs before starting a business. Awareness of changes in 

government rules and regulations could help small entertainment business owners avoid 

violations that may impose on the strength and health of the firm, as well as strategically 

prepare and align the business to meet compliance changes in business laws. 

Preparation is essential for the success of small business owners. Government 

regulations are not the only challenges that small entertainment business owners in 

Northern Virginia face. Weatherford (2016) asserted that small entertainment startups in 

Northern Virginia have struggled to sustain more than two years, because of the up heal 

surge of the internet. Comparatively, Naveed et al. (2017) contributed that the growth of 

the internet and digital media platforms had strengthened the ability for artists and 

independent filmmakers to respectfully manage and control their careers, which has 

impacted the ability of entrepreneurs and business owners to engage with potential 

creatives. However, Linamagi (2015) attested that challenges such as competition, lack of 

branding knowledge, and technological innovation, were minor challenges that new 

entertainment entrepreneurs experienced, citing the most significant and impactful 

challenge which led to business closure was due to the entrepreneur or business owners 

lack in strategic knowledge in financial management. Technological innovation is a 
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significant challenge throughout the study that impacts the efficiency and strategic 

approach for small entertainment business owners. Small entertainment business owners 

must adapt to the technological revolution to sustain a competitive advantage while 

enhancing knowledge of financial management to improve sustainability efforts. 

Management of business finances is an essential responsibility for SME owners. 

Williams (2014) posited that new entertainment entrepreneurs that started new business 

ventures experienced more challenges when trying to gain the support of investors due to 

inadequate credit history. Linamagi (2015) revealed that new SME startups in the 

entertainment industry, in Northern Virginia failed due to the entrepreneurs and business 

owner’s eagerness to enter the entertainment market without enough startup capital and 

the knowledge and skills required to manage capital expenditures. The amount of money 

that a business spends to acquire physical assets such as buildings, equipment, vehicles, 

and other essential items that are necessary for long term productivity of a firm is what 

financial professionals classify as capital expenditures (Cassis, 2014; Cohen et al., 2015; 

Kuznetsov, 2018). Additionally, Sisario (2018) confirmed that mismanagement and lack 

of awareness of personal and business finances (Linamagi, 2015; Williams, 2014), led to 

the closure of many small entertainment firms in Northern Virginia, within their first two 

to three years. Poor management of finances by small entertainment business owners in 

Northern Virginia impacts the firm’s profitability and overall lifecycle. 

In summary, an emerging theme confirmed by the authors, was that small to 

significant challenges that impact the success of small entertainment businesses, is the 

business owners inability to structure the organization to achieve compliance with state 
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tax legislation, failure to take advantage of digital media platforms to achieve a 

competitive advantage, and lapse of financial management knowledge. Researching the 

state corporation taxation laws could be useful for small entertainment business owners in 

understanding and complying reasonably with government regulations on business. 

Further, comprehension of the operational functions of digital media platforms, as well as 

increasing knowledge and understanding of financial management could help small 

entertainment business owners improve productivity and profitability to achieve 

sustainability, which may lead to positive impact in socio-economic relationships. 

Financial Management of SMEs 

Financial management is an essential component of small business success, but 

also a challenge for many SMEs to control. Thaler (1985) posited, and later Hoque and 

Ulku (2017) supported Thaler’s assessment that mental budgeting helped improve the 

financial management and development of SMEs. Mazzarol (2014) opined that Financial 

management is one of the most critical challenges for owners of small and medium-sized 

enterprises. Parallelly, Karadag (2015) asserted that financial management was the 

central and most vital component in a firm’s overall management system and when 

properly managed, small business owners improved sustainability endeavors and 

contributed to socio-economic development. Additionally, Nanavati (2017) contended 

that small business owners should strive to maintain the integrity and productivity of the 

firm’s financial resources to achieve strategic objectives, to maximize return on 

investments. Pticar (2018) affirmed that effective financial management of SMEs is 

critical to ensuring the effective allocation of funds for financing business activities and 
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various operational functions such as (a) formulating, developing and implementing all 

the financial resources of a business unit, (b) coordination of accounts receivables and 

accounts payables due, and, (c) regulation and analysis of financial metrics and cash 

flows. The authors collectively endorsed financial management as one of the most vital 

responsibilities of small business owners. The survival of small entertainment businesses 

in Northern Virginia, requires the quality implementation of strategic financial 

management operations, for business owners to make sound business decisions to achieve 

business objectives. 

Small entertainment business owner’s ability to develop and implement financial 

management strategies that contribute to business success is vital. Calopa (2017) opined 

that SME owners who participated in their firm's financial decision-making processes 

enabled more exceptional initiatives and improved organizational motivation and 

productivity. However, Wong, Holmes, and Schape (2018) indicated that successful SME 

owners often undergo different financial decision-making processes, while small business 

owners who have failed, often omitted traditional and more effective means of financial 

management practices that have proven to be successful, due to their objectives and self-

admiration of owning a business. Consideration of successful financial management 

practices proven to be successful for other SME owners could help small entertainment 

business owners identify the best financial management strategies best fit for ensuring the 

financial health of the firm. An SME owner that is engaged in the implementation of the 

firm’s financial management operations is critical to the success of the company. 
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Financial operations practices implemented by SME owners impact the firm's 

competitive advantage. Pticar (2018) attested that an important critical success factor for 

many small business owners was acquiring investment resources for financing on 

reasonable terms. Additionally, Pticar revealed that for many SMEs, the primary source 

of business funding was obtained from the entrepreneur/business owner, while future 

financial resources are contingent on successful business activities and initiatives, or 

short-term loans from financial institutions such as banks. Similarly, Gullifer and Tirado 

(2018) expanded Pticar’s assessment when the authors emphasized that specific 

characteristics of many small business owners such as lack of security, lack of track 

record, indecisiveness in decision making, and disengagement in business operations, 

impeded on the firm’s ability to acquire financing. Small business owners must be 

knowledgeable about their firms’ financial operations and financial position, as every 

financial decision that a business owner makes impacts the livelihood of the company. 

Understanding the financial management operations of the firm also helps small business 

owners gain access to investors. Small entertainment business owners should 

fundamentally be involved in the financial management operations of the firm to gain 

awareness of possible financial constraints, which may improve profit maximization and 

attract the support of investors to further the growth and sustainability of the firm. 

In summary, SMEs require financial stability to ensure survival. The financial 

success of SMEs confides on the ability of owners to develop robust financial 

management strategies to account for the financial performance of the firm. Through 

careful consideration of all financial decisions, maintaining accountability of external 
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financial assistance, and practicing ethical best practices to mitigate risk, small 

entertainment business owners could structure effective financial management operations 

to improve profitability to sustain the firm. 

Financial management. Financial management is a vital aspect of sustaining the 

business. Thaler (1985) and in his subsequent study Thaler (1999), noted that SME 

owners are responsible for the financial performance and health of their firms and must 

always be cognizant of all business decisions that they make because it impacts their 

firm's overall success. Later, Hoque and Ulku (2017) added that mental budgeting posed 

positive influences on financial management practices and behaviors (LaBarge & 

Stinson, 2014; Wilkinson & Klaes, 2018) of entrepreneurs and SME owners. 

Additionally, Alexandru and Matei (2018) posited that financial management, as we 

currently understand it was cultivated initially from the scientific theoretical frameworks 

of the general management theory and the theory of finance and accounting. Further, 

Alexandru and Matei attested that the purpose of financial management is to maximize 

firm value through efficiency and profit generation by facilitating the protection of the 

critical interest of the firm. The correlation between mental budgeting and financial 

management are relative in purpose and definition. Sound financial management can aid 

small entertainment business owners to enhance the profitability of a firm while 

enhancing business best practices. 

Sound financial management encompasses various tasks and responsibilities. 

Researchers Dong (2015) and Ilie (2015) asserted that sound financial management is 

vital to ensuring business success. While Alexandru and Matei (2018) found financial 
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management as the most essential and vital managerial function of a business; the authors 

additionally added that the primary goal of financial management in SMEs is to identify 

and optimize economic and financial resources. Similarly, McKinney (2015) contributed 

that strategic planning, programming, and the evaluation of operational functions, are 

integrative approaches to the proper formulation, development, and implementation of 

financial management operations. McKinney further added that (a) determining the scope 

and content of fiscal policies, (b) establishing general guidelines and standards for 

generating and allocating funds, and (c) providing organizational structures and control of 

financial duties and responsibilities, are the focal points to effective financial 

management. Successful implementation of financial management operations ensures the 

reliability and integrity of financial information. Understanding the realities of the 

entertainment industry can guide small entertainment business owners to implement 

successful financial management strategies proven to improve productivity and 

productivity to sustain the financial health of the firm. However, the authors failed to 

mention the significance of financial accounting to the firm's financial operations. 

Financial accounting. Financial accounting is an essential method for classifying 

business income and expenses. Scholars have argued that mental budgeting correlates 

with financial and managerial accounting principles (Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Hossain, 

2018), enabling business owners to record, summarize, analyze, verify, and report 

business and financial transactions. Hlaciuc, Vultur, Cretu, and Ailoaiei (2017) noted that 

financial accounting transactions record the economic and financial documents and 

accounting records, which formulate the three primary financial statements, the balance 
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sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flows. Additionally, Niculae (2017) 

contributed that useful and accurate information provided by financial accounting records 

and management impacts a firm's ability to maintain consistency in day to day 

operations, and the fulfillment of scopes. Financial accounting allows SME owners the 

ability to develop financial reports related to the financial health of the business. 

Financial accounting can serve in the effectual tracking and documentation of financial 

transactions. 

Financial accounting is vital to the accounting system of a firm. Hlaciuc et al. 

(2017) asserted that the primary focus of financial accounting has always recognized the 

identification, measurement, recording, and communication of critical accounting 

information; while the primary objective of financial accounting is to determine the net 

results and financial position of the firm and to communicate the results to key internal 

stakeholders. Soni et al. (2018) and Vucinic (2017) magnified Niculae’s (2017) findings 

when the authors contributed to the discussion on financial accounting by highlighting 

information technology as a revolutionary benefactor that has helped reduce 

mathematical errors created by the manual efforts of business owners and account 

managers within a firm. Advancements in technology have improved financial 

accounting measures for business owners while enhancing the visibility of financial 

accounts and reducing risk. In the pursuit to improve the financial management of the 

firm, small entertainment business owners should incorporate technological innovations 

that support financial accounting measures to enhance record keeping of financial 

transactions, accurate communication of financial data to internal and external 
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stakeholders, and stay up to date with industry best practices. While financial accounting 

allows small business owners to develop financial reports for internal and external 

distribution, researchers (Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Hossain, 2018) have credited 

management accounting as a critical accounting tool that enhances the internal visibility 

of the firm's all-around performance for business owners. 

Management accounting. SME business owners utilize management accounting 

provisions to gain insight into the firm’s financial performance. The National Association 

of Accountants in 1981 defined management accounting as the process of identity, 

measuring and communicating financial information to be utilized by business owners for 

strategic planning, evaluation, and control of a firm (IMA, 2008; Samuel, 2018). De 

Groot and Van Raaij (2016) analyzed the literature and concluded that through mental 

budgeting, business owners were motivated to improve their managerial accounting 

practices, when they realized that by labeling and categorizing their firms net-working 

capital, they were able to trace where money was going, as well as control their firms 

spending (Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Hossain, 2018). Management accounting as enunciated 

by Dearman, Lechner, and Shanklin (2018) has helped small and medium-sized business 

owners improve the management of resources. Additionally, Dearman et al. asserted that 

prior research focused on management accounting revealed various characteristics of 

managerial duties and a firm’s context, affected accounting-related judgment 

performance. Management accounting allows small business owners the ability to 

evaluate the company’s overall performance to make strategic decisions. Further, 
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managerial accounting enhances the SME owner’s visibility into the firm's financial 

performance. 

Management accounting provides SME business owners with a real-time view of 

trends in financial performance. Entrepreneur’s with objectives of raising financial 

capital for new ventures, utilized the management accounting method of decision-

making, to determine if the preparation of formal business, with the addition of a 

financial forecast, to support the proposed ventures, would be beneficial in the process 

(Dearman et al., 2018). Research on judgment performance in management accounting 

has determined that the development and evaluation of the psychology-based hypothesis 

that adequacy of financing is critical in the formal process of a business plan (Dearman et 

al., 2018). Pieter Jansen (2018) argued that management accounting has had minimum 

impact on accounting practice and attested that to bridge the gap between the theory and 

practice of management accounting; a concordance must exist between theory and 

practice, through the development of practical science. Furthermore, scientists Vetrov, 

Vandina, and Galustov (2017) added that financial management was more of a subsystem 

within a firm’s strategic management process, that was significant to the role of 

management accounting, for small business owners to coordinate the functions in the 

finance and accounting activities of their firms to ensure efficient high-level solutions. 

Management accounting reflects the process through which business owners prepare and 

account for accurate financial information and reporting to maximizing the welfare of a 

firm's sustainability. Management accounting could help small entertainment business 

owners improve strategic finance and accounting operations, to enhance profitability and 
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sustain the business beyond five years. Also, small entertainment business owners can 

implement strategic financial management procedures to improve sustainability efforts 

with the combination of financial accounting and management accounting. 

Strategic approaches to effective financial management. Many researchers 

have acknowledged the importance of strategic approaches to successful financial 

management within SMEs. Thaler (1985) first highlighted and argued, and later De Groot 

and Van Raaij (2016) and Hoque and Ulku (2017) supported Thaler’s assessment, that 

mental budgeting applies to the strategic financial management of small businesses. 

Later, Love (2017) found that most SME owners often do not have an educational or 

professional background in finance or accounting. Even without experience in finance 

and accounting, SME owners are responsible for maintaining effective management of 

their business's finances (Love, 2017). Similarly, Nanavati (2017) contributed that 

financial management in SMEs involves the mapping of financial and non-financial 

resources, to strategic business goals, to ensure the optimization of business performance. 

Implementing a financial strategy should be a top priority for SME owners to establish, 

so that employees have a guideline to follow, to manage the financial affairs of the 

business efficiently. However, Raveendran (2015) argued that one critical bottleneck for 

SMEs is the lack of a business owner’s financial expertise to guide strategic decision-

making processes. When business owners implement strategic financial initiatives, 

performance and profitability also improved, but business owners who lack financial 

acumen, hinder the growth of the business. Further, Raveendran noted that business 

owners who invested in ERP systems (Soni et al., 2018; Vucinic, 2017; Wei & Wang, 
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2017) for their small businesses enhanced the effectiveness of their firm’s internal 

controls, business intelligence, and improved the daily evaluation of critical financial 

performance indicators such as variance and ratio analysis. 

Variance analysis. Variance analysis is a quantitative strategic technique for 

business owners to understand the difference between actual and planned behavior. 

Pastore, Pesce, and Caggioni (2017) identified variance analysis as an essential tool for 

evaluating a firm’s financial performance. Variance analysis is a control function of 

financial accounting that helps business managers identify inconsistencies between 

estimates (budgeted) and actual cost allocations, to promote consciousness in business 

operations, and a culture of efficiency within the firm's financial analysis and operations 

(D'onza, Greco, & Allegrini, 2016). Variance analysis looks at what was budgeted (De 

Groot & Van Raaij, 2016; Hoque & Ulku, 2017) by management versus what occurred to 

determine significant cost discrepancies between the two, which can be investigated by 

management to improve operational performance. Cost variance analysis enhances the 

usefulness of standard cost systems (D'onza et al., 2016). Cross (2018) found that 

business owners often redirect business objectives, strategies, and goals when a variance 

between budgeted versus actual costs exists, while D’onza et al. added that variance 

analysis of a firm's costs might incorporate sustainability measures that are useful in the 

context of management control. Variance analysis assists business owners in maintaining 

control of financial performance by identifying trends, constraints, opportunities, and 

threats to short-term and long-term objectives. Small entertainment business owners can 

utilize variance analysis to identify and fix problems that arise between expected and 
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actual costs. While variance analysis supports business owners to evaluate trends in 

financial operations, Damjibhai (2016) highlighted ratio analysis as a critical function in 

the financial management operations of a firm. 

Ratio analysis. Ratio analysis differs from variance analysis, as ratio analysis 

provides business owners with the ability to review the firm’s financial history. In 1919 

Alexander Wall suggested the use of ratio analysis as a financial analysis tool 

(Damjibhai, 2016). Ratio analysis is a financial analysis tool that is defined as the 

utilization of ratios within financial statements to analyze and access the financial 

strengths and weaknesses of a firm (Damjibhai, 2016). Ratio analysis as an analytical tool 

for financial analysis that is utilized to assess the historical and current financial 

performance and conditions of a firm (Damjibhai, 2016). Rashid (2018) noted that ratio 

analysis could be utilized to access current assets and current liabilities. Blakely (2017) 

affirmed that the application of ratio analysis had improved the visibility of informed 

decision making for SME owners by providing actual vital metrics and performance data 

during specific periods of performance. Ratio analysis grants business owners the ability 

to evaluate past and present trends in the financial performance of the business. Small 

entertainment business owners can utilize financial ratios to grade the firm's financial 

health throughout the company’s life cycle. 

Financial ratios are handy quantitative analytical tools. Damjibhai (2016) attested 

that ratios in finance comprise various constructs that shape the data analysis procedure 

through, (a) the arrangement of data, (b) ratio computation, (c) analysis of ratio 

computations, and (d) ratio projection. Similarly, Rashid (2018) found financial ratio 
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analysis to be an essential and integral analytical tool that supports the fundamental 

comprehension of financial statements, identifying movements, developments, and 

measures of a firm's overall financial health. Ratio analysis is an analytical financial 

management tool (Vucinic, 2017; Wei & Wang, 2017) that can be utilized by business 

owners and investors to evaluate the profit margin of the firm and overall stock value, to 

benchmark the profitability of one firm to another in the same industry. Business owners 

can assess the financial health of the firm in comparison to competitors through efficient 

ratio analysis. Application of ratio analysis can aid small entertainment business owners 

in evaluating the company’s value and position within its respective industry. 

In summary, the strategic measures that business owners implement to manage 

the financial health of the firm is essential to attaining sustainability. In correlation, 

researchers have produced extensive literature highlighting the strategic financial 

management practices that small entertainment business owners have implemented to 

improve profitability and productivity to achieve sustainability. 

Strategic financial management practices in the entertainment Industry. 

Exploring successful strategic financial management practices utilized by SME owners in 

the entertainment industry is the most critical focus of this study. According to 

Nkundabanyanga, Akankunda, Nalukenge, and Tusiime (2017), the financial 

management practices implemented by SME owners impact the profitability of an 

organization. While Hoque and Ulku (2017) stressed the importance of entrepreneurs and 

business owners to develop strategic practices to ensure the effective management of 

their firm’s financial health, Goodloe (2015) revealed that independent and small 
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entertainment firms acquired their initial starting capital from investors while utilizing 

budgeting techniques such as variance analysis (Cross, 2018; D'onza et al., 2016)  to 

manage operational and project expenses. Similarly, Sullivan (2016) while exploring the 

changes and growth in the music sector of the entertainment industry, found that many 

independent and small entertainment companies utilized equity-based financing as a 

method for acquiring capital from investors. Equity-based financing is a measure by 

which investors invest in a firm in cash, which enables investors to gain an ownership 

interest in a company or a company’s specific projects. McDonald (2018) contributed 

that in the music sector, record label owners and executives had acquired initial startup 

capital from investors while generating revenue through sales of records, albums, 

merchandise, royalties, and licensing. However, Kawasaki (2013) asserted that a minor 

percentage small entertainment business owners utilized personal capital to start and fund 

their business initiatives, while Leyshon and Sherr (2015) contributed that business 

owners in the music industry have also acquired funding from investors, where, in many 

cases, banks are the primary source of capital. Many SME owners in the entertainment 

industry have gained financial support from investors to jump-start business operations 

while utilizing variance analysis to manage spending. 

Successful business ventures rely on the business owner’s ability to access and 

manage capital. Hu (2016) found that most music companies in the entertainment 

industry ensured their firm's financial health by utilizing costs accounting and financial 

forecasting methods. Lee (2013) unveiled that small independent record label companies 

have utilized cost accounting and more traditional corporate finance strategies such as 
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cost control to manage operational expenses, while utilizing disciplined ERP systems 

(Raveendran, 2015; Soni et al., 2018; Vucinic, 2017; Wei & Wang, 2017) managed by 

high level accountants and financial professionals to oversee receivables and payables, as 

well as sales, and income. Additionally, Hu noted that cost accounting and financial 

forecasting enabled business owners of record labels, both significant and small, to track 

their startup costs, sales costs, and cash flow. Further, Hu revealed that the process of 

financial forecasting enabled music owners to estimate future cash flow, direct and 

indirect costs, as well as their firm's profit and loss. Cost accounting and financial 

forecasting procedures have been proven to aid small entertainment business owners to 

evaluate how the firm generates income and utilizes funds. Implementing cost accounting 

and financial forecasting procedures could help small entertainment business owners 

manage the financial health of the firm to improve productivity and profitability to 

sustain the firm. 

In summary, acquiring financial support from investors is critical for many small 

entertainment business owners, while utilizing cost accounting and financial forecasting 

procedures to evaluate how the firm generates income and utilizes funds. These specific 

strategic techniques can provide small entertainment business owners with detailed 

reports and information on current and possible future access to financial capital. The 

research findings, information, and analysis of the entertainment industry could help 

entrepreneurs who are entering the entertainment industry, identify critical resources and 

strategies to cultivate efficient financial operations to sustain their businesses. Current 

and future SME entertainment owners may find the successful financial management 
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practices utilized by peers within their industry beneficial to meeting profit-related goals, 

management of assets and liabilities, attracting investors, and controlling costs; to 

execute strategic initiatives to improve profitability and ensure sustainability. 

Additionally, small entertainment business owners can utilize the information uncovered 

to help contribute to local economies and stimulate economic growth, to further attain the 

prestige of being labeled a small business. 

Small Businesses 

 There is extensive literature on the definition, purpose, and significance of small 

businesses. Barkhatov, Pletnev, and Campa (2016) noted that small businesses play an 

integral part in the U.S economy as well as in other international markets, impacting 

various facets of the social life and fabric of society. SBA (2018b) indicated that small 

and medium-sized enterprises in the United States are independent enterprises that have 

fewer than 500 employees. Similarly, Hoque and Ulku (2017) contributed that SMEs 

across the globe are significant promoters and drivers of economic growth, job 

development, reduction of poverty. Anastasia (2015) asserted that the U.S. Small 

Business Administration developed size standards to distinguish small businesses from 

more prominent corporations. The U.S. Small Business Administration (2018) indicated 

that size standards are the rule and thumb by which the federal and state governments 

have established, to determine the size business must be to engage in government 

contract programs, as well as place bids for contracts reserved or set aside for small 

businesses. Additionally, Anastasia posited that the size standards set by the SBA focus 

on the total number of employees, less than 500, and with annual net income under $21.5 
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million for service and manufacturing. Small businesses within the United States and 

across the world contribute to the development, innovation, and growth of economies. 

Small entertainment business owners that achieve success can contribute to community 

innovation and stimulate economic growth. 

Small businesses impact economic growth. Neagu (2016) found that the 

significant impacts and contributions to economic development by SME are unanimously 

recognized. Glabiszewski (2016) contributed that SMEs play a subordinate role to large 

corporations, which are usually the top performers from a corporate perspective. Neagu 

added that current standards group SMEs into two specific categories. The specific 

categories identified by Neagu are a) small traditional firms that lack long-term strategic 

focus and b) modern SMEs that utilize technology as a means of maximizing 

competitiveness and profitability. Additionally, Neagu further asserted that SMEs 

achieve and maintain sustainability through innovative measures in the development of 

new products and services. Lima and da Silva Muller (2017) revealed that organizational 

learning had been a vital component in the innovative background process for 

understanding the dynamics of small businesses. While Plotnikova, Romero, and 

Martinez-Roman (2016) found that the aspects that influence innovation in SMEs are 

reputable by the personal characteristics of the self-employed people, the strategic focus 

of the organization, and the features of the external environment. Owners of small 

business are critical to the strategic impact of small businesses on the innovation and 

growth of economies through the execution of the firm’s strategic mission. Additionally, 
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researchers Lussier and Sonfield (2015) credited secure business networks as significant 

contributors to economic growth. 

Business networks are critical factors related to the impact of small businesses on 

economic growth. Lussier and Sonfield (2015) found that SMEs are more likely to 

formulate specific succession plans for top management and owners, as well as 

developing partnerships with outside consultants, vendors, advisors, and professional 

services in order achieve and sustain success. Similarly, Greenberg, Farja, and Gimmon 

(2018) found that the formulation of networks has often meant the result of improved 

communication channels and economic mindset of SME owners. The activities in each 

network of SMEs, as well as the scope and depth of the relations between participants, 

are regarded as significant, affecting business decisions, and promoting new 

collaborations (Greenberg et al., 2018). Further, Lussier and Sonfield added that SMEs 

are more likely than micro-enterprises to use sophisticated methods of financial 

management. SME owners establish relationships with other business owners to drive 

sustainability efforts to grow their business and contribute to the local economies in 

which they operate. Small entertainment business owners could strengthen their industry 

position through collaboration and partnerships with new and tenured small entertainment 

firms. 

Collaboration among small businesses contributes to the growth and new 

opportunities in local communities. Scholars have distinguished SMEs as pillars of 

strength and innovation within communities (Cunningham, Sinclair, & Schulte, 2014). 

The literature on efforts to further define SMEs, identified, that the number of employees, 
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business age, structure, workforce, manager centricity, culture, and construct 

measurement are critical dimensions for researchers to devote additional efforts 

(Cunningham et al., 2014). Small businesses are characterized as possessing reduced 

scope compared to larger businesses (Cunningham et al., 2014). According to 

Cunningham et al., SMEs are characterized as reduced scope because business owners 

must utilize fewer resources in comparison to larger firms, to achieve the completion of 

tasks, events, or actions. SMEs are significant in furthering the development of 

communities through the creation of new jobs, introducing new products and services to 

the economy, and impacting positive social change. New entrepreneurs starting small 

entertainment firms should build relationships with other entrepreneurs within their 

respective communities, which could help improve socio-economic development and 

ensure the firm's sustainability. 

Small business sustainability. Small entertainment businesses in Northern 

Virginia have experienced significant challenges in ensuring sustainability. Suh and Lee 

(2018) determined that environmental changes influenced the ability of SMEs to analyze, 

develop, and redistribute their resources and organizational capabilities to achieve 

flexibility and agility from the perspective of sustainability. The literature on the 

successful strategies of SMEs revealed that sustainability is the ability for firms to search 

and improve business activities that guide them to adapt and manage dynamic changes 

that occurred within their environment (Suh & Lee, 2018). Jahanshanhi and Brem (2017) 

asserted that for SMEs to achieve sustainability, performing sustainability-oriented 

actions improves a firm’s reputation and helps in achieving a competitive advantage 
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within their environment. Similarly, Sarango-Lalangui, Alvarez-Garcia, and Rio-Rama 

(2017) affirmed that for SMEs to achieve sustainability, firm’s must be aware of 

behavioral impacts and the after-effects on the material and immaterial conditions of their 

direct and indirect environment. Additionally, Sarango-Lalangui et al. (2017) posited that 

SME sustainability contributes to enhancing the economic and non-economic 

development of a country, implying that fruitful SMEs impact employment sources, 

improve products and processes, establishes new firms, and promotes positive socio-

economic change. SME sustainability is vital to the health and growth of economies. 

Small business owners must be aware of economic and environmental changes, with the 

willingness to adapt, to ensure success through sustainability. Small entertainment 

business owners in Northern Virginia can attain success by performing strategic concepts 

to ensure sustainability. 

 Sustainability. Small business sustainability positively impacts environmental 

and social health. Scholars Johnson and Schaltegger (2016), emphasized the importance 

of sustainability management in small and medium-sized enterprises. Suh and Lee (2018) 

defined sustainability for SMEs, as the ability for business owners to combine social, 

economic, and environmental resource, in alignment with business strategy, to achieve 

and maintain a competitive advantage. For example, Kloviene and Speziale (2015) 

indicated that the methods SME owners utilized to sustain business performance for long-

term success are very challenging, as well as implementing advanced managerial 

practices in business operations to ensure the successful improvement of business 

performance and competitiveness. Shields and Shelleman (2015) noted that some SME 
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owners lacked the strategic initiative to adopt sustainability practices due to the lack of 

influence and pressure by external stakeholders. Shields and Shelleman further 

determined that significant trends in sustainable business practices in SMEs are the 

documentation of a firm’s performance concerning the triple bottom line. Edwards (2018) 

identified that the triple bottom line captures SME sustainability by measuring a firm’s 

environmental and social impacts, as well as shareholder value and socio-environmental 

capital. The triple bottom line is vital to SME owners in evaluating firm position and 

contributions to economic, environmental, and social measures. Incorporation of the 

triple bottom line can aid small entertainment business firms to achieve sustainability 

through successful execution of the concepts and practices undertaken by the SME 

owners. Additionally, as vital as the triple bottom line is to evaluate a firm’s 

sustainability, researchers Wehde (2018) and Yancy (2017) asserted that SMEs could 

achieve sustainability by implementing strategic management tools such as the balanced 

scorecard. 

The balanced scorecard. Small business owners can influence the performance 

of their businesses by implementing strategic planning and management systems such as 

the balanced scorecard. Wehde (2018) noted that successful small business owners use 

the balanced scorecard as a strategic management system to ensure that business 

operations are aligned efficiently with strategy. According to Yancy (2017), Harvard 

business school professor Robert Kaplan and business consultant David Norton 

conceived the balanced scorecard in 1992. Similarly, Baroto, Lonbani, and Sofian (2016) 

attested that the use of the balanced scorecard as a strategy implementation has a positive 
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influence on the performance and success of SMEs. Additionally, Yancy asserted that 

since development, the balanced scorecard had become the most recognized and effective 

performance measurement system utilized by SMEs and large organizations. Further, 

Osterwalder (2017) asserted that successful SME business owners within the 

entertainment industry who have implemented the balanced scorecard within their firms 

were able to produce a strategy around business initiatives, ensure success around 

business ideas, and improve processes to enhance competitive edge. The balanced 

scorecard allows small business owners to monitor the firm's performance, identify 

critical areas of improvement, and enhance communication of strategic objectives. Small 

entertainment business owners should implement the balanced scorecard which may 

improve the communication of the firm’s strategic initiatives. 

SME owners take steps to improve the firm’s communication of strategic 

objectives by implementing the balanced scorecard. Nouicer, Zaim, and Abdallah (2017) 

posited that the balanced scorecard provided SME owners the ability to monitor, 

improve, and organize internal financial and organizational performance as well as a 

scale of measurement for monitoring external dimensions such as customers, to better 

strategize on measures to ensure retention. Similarly, scientists Quesado, Aibar Guzman, 

and Lima-Rodrigues (2018) revealed that SME owners utilized the balanced scorecard 

for communicating their firm's plans and strategic efforts. Additionally, Carroll (2014) 

contributed that the balanced scorecard provides SMEs with a balance between short-

term and long-term objectives, as well as aligning employee efforts and business 

processes to strategic objectives (Baroto et al., 2016; Osterwalder, 2017). However, 
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Jackson (2018) contended that the balanced scorecard could, at times be an 

overwhelming framework, and without strong leadership, the balanced scorecard could 

cause confusion within an organization. The adoption of the balanced scorecard enhances 

a firm’s ability to communicate and achieve strategic goals, as well as execute strategic 

implementation and translate strategy to attainable actions. Small entertainment business 

owners could enhance strategic communication, manage information, and effectively 

align financial operations to organizational processes by implementing the balanced 

scorecard to remedy organizational processes to improve productivity to achieve success. 

The success of SMEs. SME owners affect the success and sustainability of the 

firm. Nkundabanyanga et al. (2017) found that SME owners who are knowledgeable of 

the critical drivers of success promote efficient means or attaining sustainability. Lekovic 

and Maric (2015) affirmed that for SMEs to achieve success, internal stakeholders must 

have a firm understanding of the strategic orientation or goals, set forth by business 

owners. Success and performance are critical dependent variables to understanding 

management practices and activities in SMEs, to justify connections and possible 

influences on improving business results (Lekovic & Maric, 2015). While Bass (2017) 

opined that entrepreneurs operationalize success and performance by achieving 

organizational viability by operating a profitable firm that conducts business ethically and 

makes meaningful contributions to the community in which they serve. Weber, Geneste, 

and Connell (2015) argued that owners within SMEs often lack the basic understanding 

of small business strategic planning, as well as the process of undertaking formal 

strategic planning initiatives to improve sustainability. Additionally, Weber et al. 
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indicated that past research findings have not been able to fully determine if a 

relationship exists between SME growth and the owners’ perceptions of success. 

However, Gartenstein (2018) found that the success of SMEs improved vitality and 

sustenance within their local economic environment. While success is never guaranteed, 

SME sustainability and contributions to the development of economies are dependent on 

the strategic efficiency of small business owners to planning. Small entertainment 

business owners must efficiently optimize resources to achieve the strategic goals of the 

firm while adjusting along the way, to attain success. 

SME owners’ strategic approach to business plays a crucial role in business 

survival. Zhao and Ha-Brookshire (2014) indicated that SME owners could maximize 

internal resources and external network resources as a method of ensuring success. The 

literature on SME sustainability revealed that most firm owners believed that internal and 

external resources, both tangible and intangible, were primary sources within the process 

of a firm’s initial startup, in achieving strategic goals (Zhao & Ha-Brookshire, 2014). 

Burch et al. (2016) found that SMEs pose an advantage over larger organizations on the 

capitalization of innovative practices to ensure success within economies, through the 

application of corporate governance in scaling sustainable practices. Additionally, Burch 

et al. indicated that professional networks and collaborative efforts are critical 

components in the governance of SME sustainability. Further, Burch et al. implied that 

new literature and research might enhance the understanding of the transformational 

leadership qualities that influence shifts in the development of SME sustainability 

practices. Successful SME owners utilize viable resources such as professional networks 
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to enhance business success. Understanding the significance of small business success 

could motivate small entertainment business owners to plan effectively, organize 

strategically, and implement adequate finance and accounting systems to achieve 

profitability to ensure sustainability. Further, the absence of proficient planning on the 

part of a small business owner could lead the firm to failure. 

Small business failure. Scholars have studied various factors that have 

influenced the failure of SMEs. Thaler (1985) highlighted poor knowledge and 

management of finance and accounting by entrepreneurs and business owners, is a 

significant cause for business failure. Later, LaBarge and Stinson (2014) and Hossain 

(2018) evinced Thaler’s assessment that inadequate knowledge and ignorance of finance 

and accounting, are factors that have impacted the sustainability of SMEs, and ignorance 

of the factors could lead entrepreneurs to repeat the same trends. Frazer (2015) analyzed 

historical data provided by the Small Business Administration (SBA) to determine the 

percentage of SMEs that fail within five years. Frazer found that 60% of small businesses 

failed within their first five years of business operations. Baidoun, Lussier, Burbar, and 

Awashra (2018) asserted that despite the volume of research conducted by many scholars 

around the world, the failure rate of SMEs is high. Franca, de Aragao Gomes, Machado, 

and Russo (2014) argued that the critical factors that underline the survival of SMEs were 

complicated for business owners to define. Various factors contribute to the failure of 

SMEs, but one primary factor that leads to the failure of small businesses is the lack of 

strategic planning on the part of small business owners. Small entertainment business 
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owners can lead their firm to failure, with failure to illustrate a strategic plan for the 

company. 

Small business owners contribute to business failure. Schaefer (2016) indicated 

that the cause of SME failure falls on the business owners' primary objectives for starting 

a business. Walters (2018) posited that SME owners who lack effective management and 

visibility of a firm’s performance in real-time often impact effective inventory 

management and the ability of SME owners to make intelligent data-driven decisions. 

Bishop (2015) highlighted that lack of skills and formal education and training within 

SMEs, are internal factors that contribute to the collapse of small firms. Williams (2014) 

argued that the failure rate of SMEs differ due to firm size, highlighting that large 

organizations have access to more resources and can manage fixed costs of operations. 

Additionally, Williams asserted that SMEs do not have the same luxury, because an 

increase to fixed costs can negatively affect the market share of small firms, which then 

leads to an early exit from their respective industry. Further, Jenkins and McKelvie 

(2016) contended that literature focused on entrepreneurial failure, induced conflict when 

it comes to an understanding of the conceptualization of failure. While there are various 

causes for SME failure, the overall responsibility of ensuring that the firm does not fail 

falls on the business owner. Absence of involvement in the management of financial and 

business operations can limit small entertainment business owners from improving the 

productivity and profitability of the firm. Sequentially, despite the internal factors that 

cause small business failure, Baidoun et al. (2018) asserted that SME owners should 
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evaluate all external variables that can impact small business failure such as rules and 

regulations enacted by state and local government agencies. 

Government agencies and regulatory compliances. Scholars have studied the 

impacts of ethical and regulatory compliance laws on small business failure. Yonk, 

Harris, Martin, and Anderson (2017) noted that government requirements are vital factors 

that contribute to the failure rate of SMEs. Regulations imposed by state and local 

governments have been tremendously burdensome to small and emerging firms (Yonk et 

al., 2017). Bishop (2015) indicated that the policies developed and enforced by 

government agencies are often received negatively by small firms, who view said policies 

as culturally remote, and treat them with indifference or antipathy. Khelil (2016) argued 

that government regulations posed minor impacts on SME failure, identifying the 

entrepreneur as the primary variable of small business failure. Additionally, Khelil noted 

that the phenomenon of entrepreneurial failure connects to psychological states of 

disappointment due to the inabilities of individual entrepreneurs to accomplishing initial 

goals and expectations and not on government compliance regulations. In support of 

Khelil, Walters (2018) asserted that a lack of leadership and effective management 

practices negatively impact an entrepreneur's decision making, which then leads to 

conflict within the firm, not regulations enacted by local and state governments. Failure 

to align strategic objectives of the firm with government regulatory compliance 

guidelines are contributing factors that can lead small businesses to an early exit from 

their respective industry. A critical factor in ensuring the survival of the firm requires 
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small entertainment business owners to enhance business and professional acumen in 

compliance with government rules and regulations. 

In sum, small businesses are vital to the development and wealth of economies. 

Small business owners ensure sustainability through various factors such as business 

networks, implementing strategic performance management systems, and improving 

strategic business practices to contribute to economic development and wealth within 

their communities. However, various factors such as the SME owners failure to 

strategically plan, poor management of operational resources and financial 

accountability, in conjunction with noncompliance with government rules and 

regulations, have led many small businesses to and early closure. The evidence provided 

may be vital for new small business owners to efficiently align business operations and 

strategic initiatives in concordance with ethical and compliance regulations set forth by 

the government to improve productivity and profitability to attain sustainability and avoid 

failure. Additionally, the evidence provided may help small entertainment business 

owners evaluate the firm’s strategic business plan and improve in areas of weakness to 

assure business survival, to attain success as an entrepreneur. 

Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurs play a crucial role in the development of economies in the United 

States. Thaler’s (1985) noted, and later De Groot and Van Raaij (2016) affirmed that 

entrepreneurs of SMEs who practiced mental budgeting strategies, were more responsible 

with managing business finances, as well as ensuring the sustainability of the firm. 

Studying 22 cities across the U.S; Terrill (2015) found that successful entrepreneurs of 
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small entertainment firms in the music industry were drivers in economic growth, job 

creation, tourism development, and artistic growth. Sahut and Peris-Ortiz (2014) noted 

that small businesses provided a more productive and innovative environment for 

entrepreneurs and are more sustainable with the assistance of various resources, that are 

not available to entrepreneurs in larger-scale organizations. Segal and Hadad (2017) 

described the traditional entrepreneur as an individual who possesses the passion, 

perseverance, and innovative skills, with various components of transformational 

leadership qualities, to become self-employed, by assuming full risks and responsibility 

by establishing their own business. Oliva-Abarca (2018) indicated that on a global scale, 

there is high respect for entrepreneurs in modern economic settings as the innovative 

forces behind the creation of new products and services, which in turn improves living 

standards in societies and communities in which they operate. The ability to create new 

jobs in the SME market is one of the essential innovative characteristics of entrepreneurs 

(Oliva-Abarca, 2018). Urbaniec (2018) contributed that one of the primary goals and 

features of entrepreneurs was achieving profitability, but more so to achieve a positive 

socio-economic impact. Entrepreneurs are innovative individuals who utilize creative 

opportunities to promote the development of new businesses which can generate new 

jobs in the economy. Sequentially, successful entrepreneurial innovations also contribute 

to prosperity, growth, and improvement of industrial standards. 

Entrepreneurs in the United States contribute to the improvement of economic 

and industrial standards. Jarrett (2016) noted that in the United States, SME owners have 

contributed to the creation of more than 15 million jobs in the private sector since 2010, 
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and entrepreneurs have helped to cultivate the growth in the minimum wage and pay in 

the U.S. Former U.S. President Barack Obama motioned that entrepreneurs are the 

backbone of the American economy (Brown, 2016). Also, Brown (2016) asserted that in 

the fourth quarter of 2015, entrepreneurs helped to create more than 889,000 new jobs in 

the United States. From 2007 to 2016 the growth of female-owned SMEs grew at a rate 

of five times the national average, while new startup firms grew from 30% in 2009 to 

170% in 2015 (Brown, 2016). Further, Phillips (2018) affirmed that 30% of all 

entrepreneurs in the United States are foreign-born. Successful entrepreneurs make 

essential contributions to the prosperity of the United States through the development of 

small businesses. Additionally, the development of small businesses produces new jobs, 

which contribute to the wealth and development of local communities. 

Entrepreneurs contribute to economic growth by creating jobs. Figueroa-Armijos 

and Johnson (2016) asserted that in the United States, an estimated 2 million 

entrepreneurs start new ventures every year. Evidence revealed that in the United States, 

the economies that develop an interneural culture have a more extended chance of 

ensuring business sustainability (Figueroa-Armijos & Johnson, 2016). Melwani (2018) 

revealed that economic development had been accredited to creative and innovative 

developments by entrepreneurs from the creation of efficient SMEs that eliminate 

inefficient firms out of specific markets. After conducting research analysis on how 

scholars theorize and analyze the impacts of institutions and institutional changes on 

entrepreneurship, Bradley and Klein (2016) concluded that the creation of new jobs by 

entrepreneurs in the United States is the most critical variable in net job growth. The 
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success of innovative businesses created by entrepreneurs stimulates the financial wealth 

and development of the economy. Entrepreneurs of small entertainment business should 

innovate to contribute to further economic development. 

An entrepreneur’s innovative mindset is indispensable. Farinha, Ferreira, and 

Nunes (2018) noted that entrepreneurship variables such as attitude, perception, 

competitiveness, and innovation, are the key factors that impact a countries ability to 

achieve levels of competitiveness, goals, and the creative competence to create new jobs, 

wealth and social values. Hamdan (2019) accentuated that entrepreneurial activity has 

proven to be a vital component in economic diversification around the world. Chaganti, 

Chaganti, and Brush (2014) attested that entrepreneurs are diverse even by definition 

depending on their background, experience, education, and tolerance to risk. Supporting 

Chaganti et al. findings, Gonzalez-Pernia and Pena-Legazkue (2015) revealed that 

entrepreneurship acts as a spillover agent through which knowledge is shared and 

transferred to various markets, generating ideas and value in economies that some would 

fail to exploit. The overall impact of entrepreneurship on the development of economies 

is dependent on the specific activities performed by owners in SME startups (Gonzalez-

Pernia & Pena-Legazkue, 2015). The essential of an entrepreneur’s mindset encourage 

innovation and the ability to develop solutions to help mitigate risks. Entrepreneurs of 

small entertainment firms can be significant to their respective communities if their 

contributions lead to growth and improving socio-economic development. Additionally, 

Chaganti et al. credited entrepreneurial networks as essential productive approaches for 

entrepreneurs to create new avenues for attaining success. 
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Networking and collaborating are crucial components for achieving success for 

entrepreneurs. Zahidy, Azizan, and Sorooshian (2018) posited that the long-term success 

of a firm is achievable through the relationship between entrepreneurial orientations, 

entrepreneurial organizations, entrepreneurial competency’s, and entrepreneurial 

environments. Zahidy et al. also indicated that financial knowledge (De Groot & Van 

Raaij, 2016; Hoque & Ulku, 2017), business management, and behavioral competencies 

(Hossain, 2018; Liu et al., 2017) are essential elements in entrepreneurial success. 

Iversen, Malchow-Moller, and Sorensen (2016) opined that the appropriate personal 

qualities and the appropriate framework application conditions are factors that impact the 

success of an entrepreneur. Further, Iversen et al. posited that entrepreneurs must have a 

theoretical and practical set of skills related to business management to be successful. A 

relationship between entrepreneurs within a community allows a balanced approach to 

entrepreneurship, such as the transfer of knowledge and opportunities for growth, which 

can lead to success. Additionally, knowledge and expertise in finance and business 

management, together with professional morals, allows a balanced approach for 

entrepreneurs to nurturing innovation and available resources, to progressively contribute 

to positive economic and societal impact. 

Entrepreneurs maintain a high level of progressiveness. Lofstrom, Bates, and 

Parker (2014) indicated that both anecdotal evidence, theoretical and empirical studies 

suggest that those confident entrepreneurs who became SME owners possessed higher 

capital wealth and had more human resource experience than entrepreneurs who did not 

become SBO's. Even with access to wealth, advanced educational knowledge and 
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achievements can either influence or discourage entrepreneurial entry into small business 

ownership (Lofstrom et al., 2014). Goliath and Farrington (2015) asserted that when 

individuals view entrepreneurship in a positive light; it increases the likelihood of 

aspiring entrepreneurs in becoming business owners themselves. Further, Goliath and 

Farrington revealed that the more knowledgeable and individual is about the core 

concepts of entrepreneurship, the higher the likelihood of that individual to having a 

realistic comprehension of the skills and attributes necessary, to manage a successful 

business. Early exposure to the discipline and foundation of entrepreneurship helps 

budding entrepreneurs cultivate skills and knowledge to develop and achieve success in 

entrepreneurial ventures. Moreover, entrepreneurs who gain early exposure into the field 

of entrepreneurship developed a keen awareness and broader ranging skills to tackle 

challenges and obstacles. 

Entrepreneurs encounter many hurdles and obstacles while striving to attain 

success. Treyger (2017) conducted a study on 400 small business owners to determine the 

personal and professional factors that pose significant challenges for SME owners in the 

United States. Treyger opined that SME owners represent a class of entrepreneurs that are 

distinguished by class, grit, and sacrifice. The findings from her research study indicated 

that one of the primary challenges that SME owners face is the management of personal 

and professional finances. The results of the study revealed that 47% of entrepreneurs 

utilized their finances to fund their business activities, while 21% of entrepreneurs 

utilized a quarter of their savings. Pryor (2014) contributed that SME owners and 

entrepreneurs in the U.S often undertake independent approaches and make tremendous 
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sacrifices to obtain financing and resources. Pitrus (2015) asserted that the number of 

sacrifices could often impose adverse effects on the success of SBO's. Lack of cash flow 

from the startup phase of SMEs in addition to the lack of experience of an entrepreneur in 

the business field, are aspects that can impede on development and success. Awareness of 

the concepts of entrepreneurship, business, and financial management could aid small 

entertainment business owners to develop unique strategies to tackle challenges while 

improving productivity and profitability to sustain the business. 

In summary, entrepreneurs are vital to economic growth through the creation of 

jobs and impacting how people live their lives. Entrepreneurship ventures internationally 

generate wealth and contribute to institutional knowledge, research, and development. 

Successful entrepreneurs also contribute to social change, development of economies, 

and technological innovation. In the United States entrepreneurs not only contribute to 

economic wealth, but they also contribute to the development of open markets and 

promote partnerships within the global value chain. Entrepreneurs within the 

entertainment industry are vital to the continuation of job development, economic wealth, 

and artistic evolution. New entrepreneurs entering the small entertainment industry could 

cultivate new developments in entertainment content development, sustainability 

initiatives, and empowering the value of entertainment entrepreneurs in improving socio-

economic relationships. 

Transition  

In section 1 provided the foundation of study covering the problem statement, 

purpose of the study, nature of the study, research and interview questions, the 
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application of Thaler (1985) theory of mental budgeting as the conceptual framework, the 

significance of the study, and a review of academic literature and seminal works related 

to the research topic. In section 2, I will cover information concerning the role of the 

researcher, the research method and design, the population, the data collection, and the 

techniques for data analysis. The purpose of this study was to explore successful financial 

management strategies small entertainment business owners use to improve productivity 

and profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years.  

Section 2 will include a justification for the selection of the population and 

sampling methods and a discussion on the ethical research protocol. Section 2 will also 

consist of a focus on how I mitigated bias and established the reliability and validity of 

the study. After section 2, I will finalize the study in section 3, covering the application 

for professional practice and implications for social change. 
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Section 2: The Project 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the financial 

management strategies small business entertainment owners have used to improve 

productivity and profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. The targeted 

population for this study was centralized to small business entertainment owners located 

in Northern Virginia who have been in business for over 5 years and have successfully 

used financial management strategies to improve productivity and profitability. The 

implications for positive social change could potentially improve the success rate in the 

market of small entertainment businesses, which may lead to increased employment 

rates, increased incomes, and improved economic health of the community. 

Role of the Researcher 

Qualitative research studies offer insights and expose new theoretical directions to 

viewing a phenomenon (Bansal, Smith, & Vaara, 2018). In this qualitative research 

study, my role as the researcher involved acting as the primary instrument for data 

collection (Roller & Lavrakas, 2018). Sutton and Austin (2015) asserted that the 

researcher’s part in a qualitative study involves all aspects of the study, including 

selecting the appropriate research design, interviewing, transcribing, synthesizing data, 

and presenting emerging themes. In their seminal work, DuBois, Strait, and Walsh (2018) 

described qualitative researchers as filters of content. In this qualitative multiple case 

study, my role as the researcher involved designing the study, selecting the participants, 

collecting and analyzing data, reporting findings and recommendations without bias, as 
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well as ensuring ethical standards and the rights of all participants. As the researcher, I 

was the primary instrument for data collection. 

As a finance and accounting professional working in the corporate industry since 

2007, I am also a musician and executive of a small independent record label within the 

music sector of Northern Virginia’s entertainment industry. Northern Virginia is also 

where I have grown and lived since immigrating to the United States from Ghana, West 

Africa. Hatcher (2014) attested that the music sector of Northern Virginia’s entertainment 

industry contributes to economic wealth. Despite the growth of the music sector in 

Northern Virginia’s entertainment industry, small independent record labels have 

struggled to sustain past their first 2 years of operations due to the business owner’s and 

manager’s lack of financial management (Hatcher, 2014; Linamagi, 2015; Weatherford, 

2016; Williams, 2014). I am very familiar with the challenges that small record label 

companies face in Northern Virginia, and networking with other executives, artists, and 

personnel within the business gave me insight into the problems that small entertainment 

business owners face in managing their business finances. 

Roth and Von Unger (2018) opined that qualitative researchers should strive to 

ensure the highest level of ethics while conducting a research study as well as to treat 

ethics not as a code but as a characteristic of the relationship between researcher and 

participants contributing to the study. According to Abedini, Imani, and Fazli (2018), 

ethical challenges occur in qualitative research between the researcher and the 

participants due to the personal involvement between both parties. As a result, I followed 

the moral framework and guidelines in the Belmont Report (National Commission for the 
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Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1979). The 

National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and 

Behavioral Research (1979) wrote that the Belmont Report outlines the ethical principles 

and code of conduct for biomedical and behavioral research involving human subjects to 

ensure that researchers conduct ethical studies. The Belmont Report served as an ethical 

guide to resolving research problems (Adashi, Leroy, Walters, & Menikoff, 2018). The 

core constructs and fundamental ethical principles of the Belmont Report include (a) 

beneficence, (b) justice, and (c) respect for persons (National Commission for the 

Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1979). 

Further, the Belmont Report highlights and stresses the importance of applying 

the basic ethical principles into actionable steps such as (a) informed consent, (b) 

assessing the risks and benefits, and (c) selecting participants (National Commission for 

the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1979). 

Miracle (2016) contributed that a benefit for qualitative researchers, highlighted in the 

Belmont Report, is to ensure that participants are made aware of any known and possible 

unknown adverse events of harm. Participants were made aware of the nature of the 

research study as well as the nature of their voluntary participation (see Miracle, 2016). 

Additionally, the Belmont Report emphasizes the importance for researchers to protect 

the confidentially of participants (Friesen, Kearns, Redman, & Caplan, 2017). 

Mandrioli, Kearns, and Bero (2016) determined that bias can occur in any 

qualitative research study. Wadams and Park (2018) identified bracketing, interviews, 

inductive thinking, participant responsiveness, and critical reflexivity as essential 
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methods for qualitative researchers to mitigate and raise awareness about bias. 

Qualitative researchers who demonstrate bias negatively impact the quality of the study 

(Roulston & Shelton, 2015). I mitigated research and participant response bias in this 

study by asking thorough questions and delivering those questions in a manner that 

allowed respondents to answer honestly without distortions (see Mandrioli et al., 2016). 

Further, I used an interview protocol (Appendix A; see Roulston & Shelton, 2015; 

Wadams & Park, 2018) to maintain focus, structure, and alignment with the topic of the 

research study as well as to ensure reliability between researcher and participant (Yin, 

2018). 

Participants 

In this qualitative multiple case study, I focused on successful small entertainment 

business owners in the music sector of Northern Virginia’s entertainment industry. The 

participants for this qualitative multiple case study included four successful small 

entertainment business owners from the music sector of Northern Virginia’s 

entertainment industry who have implemented successful financial management 

strategies, improved productivity and profitability, and have sustained successful 

business operations beyond 5 years. Marshall and Rossman (2016) highlighted that the 

minimum sample size to consider for qualitative researchers who plan on undertaking 

semistructured interviews ranges between 3 to 5 participants. According to the Virginia 

State Corporation Commission (2018), there are 10 active small entertainment music 

firms in the Northern Virginia region that have successfully been in business beyond 5 

years. Out of that 10, I selected 4 successful small entertainment business owners who are 
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active in the Northern Virginia region and who have direct involvement in their firm’s 

financial management operations. Yin (2018) asserted that all selected participants must 

serve in the same field of study and should all have similar results. Vasileiou, Barnett, 

Thorpe, and Young (2018) underscored that failure to select the appropriate sample size 

for a qualitative study could threaten the validity of the study results. Saunders et al. 

(2018) contributed that qualitative researchers should be cognizant of their sample size to 

ensure enough facilitation of interviews to attain data saturation and no new theme or 

information impacts the study results. 

A purposive sample (see Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016) served as the 

interest of the study. A purposive sample in qualitative research is a nonprobability 

judgmental, selective, or subjective selection of participants based on the characteristics 

and objectives of the research study (Saunders et al., 2016). Purposive sampling, 

according to Apostolopoulos and Liargovas (2016), allows qualitative researchers to 

predetermine the appropriate group to select participants. Successful small entertainment 

business owners were involved in the purposive sample, where I selected the participants. 

The criterion for selection was that participants had to be owners of small entertainment 

firms in the music sector of Northern Virginia’s entertainment industry who have 

implemented successful financial management strategies for improving productivity and 

profitability to sustain the business 5 years and beyond. Additionally, business owners 

must own a small business with no more than 500 employees (see SBA, 2016). 

Strategically, I used the Commonwealth of Virginia State Corporation 

Commission search engine to select active small entertainment firms in the music sector, 
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as well as validating their jurisdiction of formation, registered agent, location, and county 

(see Virginia State Corporation Commission, 2018). From there, I used Google to find 

email addresses for each participant. Further, I submitted email invitations for 

participation to potential participants with an explanation of the purpose of the study and 

asked for a reply consent of cooperation. Researchers must consider the obstacles when 

choosing a study population and planning to connect with prospective research 

participants for a qualitative study (Kondowe & Booyens, 2014). Amundsen, Msoroka, 

and Findsen (2017) noted that it is vital for the researcher to contact, build, and sustain a 

respectful and meaningful relationship with participants. Hoyland, Hollund, and Olsen 

(2015) contributed that researchers should engage with participants who recognize the 

value of the research study and can provide critical information that will help to ensure 

the success of the study. Primarily, I engaged and communicated with participants via 

phone and email, paying close attention to their concerns and professional experiences. I 

also established a working relationship with the participants by disclosing the full 

objective of the qualitative study. 

Goldstein (2017) suggested that it is essential for the researcher to approach 

participants with a positive attitude as a means of building trust and establishing a stable, 

unified, and conscious partnership. I sent an email invitation to the study participants, 

including the consent form, which explained the purpose of the study, the procedures, the 

risk and benefits of participating in the study, and the confidentiality of participants. I 

asked participants for permission to record the interviews, and I also assured them of 

privacy during the conversations. Providing participants with clarification of the process 
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for maintaining confidentiality will be vital in building trust and cooperation (Goldstein, 

2017). Once the potential candidates replied to my email invitation consenting to 

participate in an interview, I spoke with each participant via phone to establish a date, 

time, and location for each interview. I collaborated with each participant to administer 

all interviews in a private environment to ensure that the identity of the participants 

remained confidential. I kept and maintained paper records and audio recordings in a safe 

and secure location in a locked file cabinet, and I stored the data on an encrypted hard 

drive to safeguard any electronic records. To ensure the privacy of the participants, I used 

coding identifiers and safeguarded the encoding key in a different secure location. 

Research Method and Design  

Research Method 

Abutabenjeh and Jaradat (2018) attested that every research method has its 

strengths and weaknesses, and some methods allow researchers to study certain concepts 

more appropriately. As addressed in the Nature of the Study section, I considered three 

types of research methods: qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-method (see Yin, 2018). 

Both qualitative and quantitative methods seek reliable and valid results (Park & Park, 

2016). I chose a qualitative research method to explore the financial management 

strategies that small entertainment business owners have used to improve productivity 

and profitability to sustain the business 5 years and beyond. The qualitative research 

method allows researchers the ability to investigate and understand the values, opinions, 

behaviors, and perspectives of participants (Earley, 2016). Levitt et al. (2018) asserted 

that qualitative research allows researchers the ability to analyze data by identifying 
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patterns tied to instances of phenomena and then developing a sense of the whole event 

as informed by those patterns. Qualitative research allows researchers to conduct ethical 

research while maintaining professional relationships and confidentiality (Heslop, Burns, 

& Lobo, 2018). 

Researchers who use quantitative research methods test hypotheses through the 

measurement of statistical, mathematical, and numerical data gathered from 

questionnaires or surveys to understand a phenomenon (Hodis & Hancock, 2016). 

Quantitative researchers rely on the accumulation of facts and causes of behavior through 

careful isolation, measurement, and evaluation of variables (Park & Park, 2016). 

Quantitative researchers strive to eliminate bias for facts, instances, and phenomena to be 

objective, while in contrast, qualitative researchers strive to understand the perspectives 

of participants by examining firsthand experiences (Jones & Goldring, 2015). 

According to Dincer and Koc (2018), researchers use a mixed method study by 

combining both qualitative and quantitative methodologies to emphasize the research 

problem better to achieve a better understanding. A mixed method or quantitative 

research study was not suitable for this study because I did not require the interpretation 

of statistical or numerical data. The qualitative method was ideal for this study, as the 

objective was to explore the successful financial management strategies implemented by 

small entertainment business owners in the music sector of Northern Virginia’s 

entertainment industry through interview questions. 
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Research Design 

Moser and Korstjens (2017b) noted that in a qualitative research study, there are 

four types of qualitative research designs, which are narrative, ethnographic, 

phenomenology, and case study. Saunders et al. (2016) asserted that the research design 

is the plan by which a researcher will be able to answer the research question. The 

research design helps the researcher to eliminate information that does not address the 

research question (Yin, 2018). The chosen research design for a study must ensure the 

reliability of obtained results and act as a foundation for the research study (Schaefer, 

2016). Researchers must be fully knowledgeable about the proposed research topic, field, 

and discipline before selecting a research design (Romero & Umana-Taylor, 2018). The 

research design chosen for this study was a multiple case study design. 

The ethnographic research design is used by researchers to study a specific 

community, and characteristics of culture (Olsen, 2017). Through ethnographic research 

design, researchers can compile data in real-time and natural settings by observing the 

beliefs and behaviors of a group or community in everyday situations (Marshall & 

Rossman, 2016). Canonne (2018) attested that for qualitative researchers to conduct a 

compelling ethnographic study, researchers must also participate in the group to gain a 

real-life view and experience. An ethnographic study was not a suitable design for this 

study. As the researcher, I did not participate in a group or community for an extensive 

period to observe the culture nor the members to gather data. 

Phenomenology research studies the life experiences of people who have 

experienced a phenomenon with the focus of understanding those lived experiences 
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(Kaya, 2018). Jamali (2018) noted that phenomenologists conduct studies to identify 

themes or generalizations regarding how a phenomenon is perceived or experienced. A 

phenomenological research design was not appropriate as this research study did not 

explore the lived experiences or phenomena of individuals. Laudien and Daxbock (2017) 

asserted that qualitative researchers use the narrative research design to explore the 

chronology and experiences of an individual through personal stories. Long and Hall 

(2018) opined that narrative research contributed to the growth and unification of society 

and culture. However, Sahito and Vaisanen (2018) argued that the narrative research 

design was not suitable for qualitative research, as the research design captures a limited 

amount of experiences and is dependent on the skills of a narrator. Ethnographic, 

phenomenology, and narrative research designs were research designs that were not 

appropriate for this study. 

The multiple case study design was the research design chosen for this study. The 

multiple case study design aligned with the qualitative research method as data was 

acquired from participants who are well informed and understand the phenomenon of the 

research study (Yin, 2018). A case study is an examination or inquiry of a topic or 

phenomenon (Yin, 2018). Saunders et al. (2016) affirmed that a case study research 

design allows researchers to understand the dynamics of the research topic within a 

natural environment. Harrison, Birks, Franklin, and Mills (2017) asserted that the ‘case’ 

in the case study is about a business, a person, an event, or an association. A case study 

research design allows researchers to manage a variety of evidence, documents, 

interviews, and direct observations (see Yin, 2018). A case study design will enable 
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researchers to enhance analytical and reasoning, and conclusions (Bhooshan, 2017). A 

single case study researcher examines a single case or individual, whereas in a multiple 

case study, researchers can explore and evaluate various individuals and analyze and 

compare similarities between cases (Gustafsson, 2017). 

Data saturation is attained in a qualitative study when new data is insufficient for 

the research study, limiting the emergence of new themes (Fusch & Ness, 2015). An 

acceptable method to attain data saturation is methodological triangulation (Fusch & 

Ness, 2015). To apply this method, I first collected data from multiple sources through 

semi-structured interviews (Stefura, 2014). I then validated to ensure that the results from 

all sources drew the same or similar conclusions. Once this had occurred, I had reached 

data saturation, and additional data would not suffice (see Jacek & Michal, 2015; Stefura, 

2014). Triangulation is valuable within a qualitative multiple case study, as it adds depth, 

breadth, complexity, and validity to the research study (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Triangulation of data within a qualitative research study allows the exploration of 

multiple realities (Johnson et al., 2017). A multiple case study design allows qualitative 

researchers to conduct more sophisticated approaches to exploring data between 

numerous individuals (Neto, Horkoff, Knauss, Kasauli, & Liebel, 2017). 

Population and Sampling 

The population for this study consisted of 4 small entertainment business owners 

from the music sector of Northern Virginia’s entertainment industry who have 

implemented successful financial management strategies for improving productivity and 

profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. Etikan, Musa, and Alkassim (2016) 
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noted that the population in qualitative research refers to the number of cases that are the 

subject of the research study. The criteria for the small entertainment business owners 

was that all participants had to have a successful and sustainable record of business 

operation beyond 5 years. Also, all participants had to be in Northern, Virginia, and have 

implemented successful financial management strategies for improving productivity and 

profitability to sustain the business. 

 The most suitable sampling technique was purposive sampling. Purposive 

sampling is a research method used in qualitative studies to identify and select 

information and cases related to the research topic or phenomena of the study (see 

Palinkas et al., 2015). Qualitative researchers use purposive sampling to achieve a 

manageable amount of data (Ames, Glenton, & Lewin, 2019). Purposive sampling allows 

the researcher to identify and select knowledgeable individuals or groups who have 

experience with the research topic (Palinkas et al., 2015). Benoot, Hannes, and Bilsen 

(2016) noted that purposive sampling is vital for qualitative researchers, as the 

methodology allows qualitative researchers to communicate and engage with 

information-rich participants who are willing to contribute to the research study by 

conveying experiences and opinions in an articulate, expressive, and reflective manner. 

Purposive sampling, as a qualitative methodology, does have its limitations. 

Etikan et al. (2016) contended that researchers who use purposive sampling are often 

viewed as subjective and bias when selecting participants for the research study. I 

avoided bias to ensure the credibility and validity of the research study by separating 

personal beliefs from the data collected. Setia (2016) contributed that purposive sampling 
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could limit the researcher’s goal of achieving research validity and reliability if the 

researcher relies on the personal judgment of participants. However, Sharma (2017) 

contributed that purposive sampling has helped qualitative researchers identify whether 

the research topic or phenomena is worth conducting extensive investigations. 

Vasileiou et al. (2018) indicated that qualitative researchers should be more 

transparent and thorough in their evaluation of sample size. Marshall and Rossman 

(2016) noted that the minimum sample size for a qualitative researcher using purposive 

sampling and conducting semistructured in-depth interviews could range from 3 to 5 

participants. Vasileiou et al. further contributed that the sample size should be large 

enough to achieve data saturation. According to Jacek and Michal (2015) and Stefura 

(2014), researchers reach data saturation when there are consistent trends in data, and no 

additional data collection procedures are needed. In this qualitative multiple case study, I 

achieved data saturation by performing methodological triangulation (see Fusch & Ness, 

2015), via analysis of data obtained from semistructured interviews, to ensure 

consistency and similarities in results (Jacek & Michal, 2015; Stefura, 2014), as well as 

verifying to confirm that new data or information obtained from business documents and 

reports, did not suggest new themes (Saunders et al., 2016). 

For this study, I conducted timed face to face interviews with eligible participants. 

Sandvik and McCormack (2018) noted that researchers should conduct interviews at a 

time and location that is convenient for the participants. Potter (2018) contributed that 

interviews are valuable means for data collection, as well as establishing trust. Face-to-

face interviews often allow qualitative researchers the opportunity to interview 
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participants in their professional environment (Potter, 2018). Yin (2018) asserted that 

well-informed participants or interviewees could provide researchers with valuable 

information related to the research topic or phenomena. I conducted face to face 

interviews at a date, time, and location of the participant's preference. All participants 

allowed me the opportunity to perform the interviews at the participants’ place of 

business. I worked with each participant to ensure a comfortable, distraction-free area 

where the interviewee was at ease and could freely answer the interview questions. I 

performed all interviews in a place secluded, free of distractions, and interruptions. I 

interviewed all participants to ensure that data saturation did not occur (Fusch & Ness, 

2015; Saunders et al., 2016; Yin, 2018). 

Ethical Research 

Compliance with ethical principles and maintaining integrity and avoidance of 

harm to participants are critical aspects of conducting a successful research study 

(Saunders et al., 2016). A researcher’s position should focus on the development of trust 

and respect, and the rights of all participants contributing to the research study should be 

recognized, and their dignity respected (Saunders et al., 2016). Yin (2018) added to the 

discussion on ethical research, attesting that researchers are responsible for conducting 

case study research with care and sensitivity. Researchers must gain informed consent, 

protect participants from harm (Saunders et al., 2016), protect the privacy and 

confidentiality of all participants (Morton, 2018), as well as receive formal approval and 

consent from an institutional review board (IRB) before conducting and engaging in 

interviews and collecting data (Morton, 2018; Saunders et al., 2016; Yin, 2018). 
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Adhering to Walden University IRB requirements, I first received approval to collect data 

for this research study. Then, I sent each participant an informed consent form before 

collecting any data. The informed consent form included the Walden University IRB 

research study approval number (#12-20-19-0633658), the topic of the research study, the 

nature, purpose, and significance of the study, the privacy and confidentiality guidelines, 

my role and responsibility as the researcher. Additionally, I included a clear statement 

informing participants that there would be no compensation or gifts for participating in 

the research study and that all participants were free to withdraw from participation at 

any time. 

Zutlevics (2016) argued against researchers providing financial incentives to 

research participants, contending that financial incentives have not proven to encourage 

research participants or statistically boost the outcome of the study. One incentive I 

offered was that once the final study was completed and approved, I would provide a 1 to 

2-page summary of the final study results to all participants via email. To ensure the 

privacy and confidentiality of participants, I created code identifiers. All notes, 

paperwork, an interview related flash drives, and recordings, I will keep safely stored for 

5 years in a locked file safe to protect the confidentiality of the participants and 

businesses. 

Data Collection Instruments 

In this qualitative multiple case study, data in the form of numbers were not 

collected (Clark & Veale, 2018). As a researcher, I served as the primary data collection 

instrument. Clark and Veale (2018) suggested that qualitative researchers should 
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minimize and disclose assumptions and biases while collecting and sorting data to 

acquire an accurate representation of the phenomenon or topic. Moser and Korstjens 

(2018a) synthesized the literature and determined that participant observation, face-to-

face, in-depth interviews, and focus group discussions were the most used data collection 

methods in qualitative research. For this study, I collected data from semistructured face-

to-face interviews. Semistructured interviews, according to Saunders et al. (2016), allows 

researchers to interview participants and receive data. Yin (2018) noted that qualitative 

researchers should outline an interview protocol to maintain the focus of the interview 

questions and the research topic and research strategy. 

Saunders et al. (2016) stated that in a qualitative study, a researcher could use 

semistructured, structured, unstructured, and in-depth interview questions. The interview 

questions are available in the interview protocol (Appendix A, see Castillo-Montoya, 

2016). An interview protocol, according to Castillo-Montoya (2016), should be used by 

the researcher to ensure that the interview questions align with the research question, as 

well as the researcher’s ability to gather rich, focused, meaningful data that captures the 

experiences of participants. Semistructured interviews provided me with a framework for 

exploring the research phenomena through focused faced to face interviews. Burwell 

(2017) noted that semistructured interviews are the most reliable methods in collecting 

data in a qualitative study. Semistructured interviews are excellent data collection 

instruments for attaining significant rich data and achieving data saturation (Mselle, 

Kohi, & Dol, 2018). Pawa, Robson, and Hull (2017) contributed that semistructured 
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interviews allow researchers to gain direct insights into the aims, factors, and barriers to 

the topic of study. 

Further, I enhanced the reliability and validity of the data collection process, by 

collecting data from multiple sources and ensuring data saturation and methodological 

triangulation through member checking (Fusch & Ness, 2015; Leung, 2015; Yin, 2018). 

Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, and Walter (2016) suggested member checking as a 

reliable technique for exploring the credibility and validity of data. Member checking 

allows the researcher to share a summary of the data and findings with the research 

participants to ensure accuracy and credibility. Member checking enables triangulation 

(Birt et al., 2016; Leung, 2015) of the researcher’s knowledge about the phenomena of 

the study. 

Data Collection Technique 

Data collection in qualitative research allows the researcher to gain deep insight 

into the participant's experiences about the research topic (Barrett & Twycross, 2018). 

There are three approaches that researchers could take in collecting data when conducting 

a qualitative study: (a) focus groups, (b) observations, and (c) interviews (Barrett & 

Twycross, 2018). Focus groups are a qualitative data collection approach to obtain data 

from a selected group of participants at one time (Nyumba, Wilson, Derrick, & 

Mukherjee, 2018). I did not use a focus group approach for data collection. Observations 

in qualitative research is a data collection approach where researchers observe 

participants firsthand in their natural setting (Aagaard & Matthiesen, 2016). The 

observation approach was not suitable for this qualitative study, as I did not observe 
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participants within their natural environments. Interviews in qualitative studies allow 

researchers to gather rich data from participants about the phenomena of study 

(LaFrance, 2018). For this qualitative multiple case study, the interview approach served 

as the appropriate data collection technique. 

After receiving approval from the Walden University Institutional Review Board 

(Approval No. #12-20-19-0633658), I began the data collection process. Interviews 

served as the primary data collection technique for this qualitative study. Jamshed (2014) 

recognized semistructured interviews as the most common technique for data collection 

in qualitative research. I conducted semistructured face to face interviews guided by the 

interview protocol (Appendix A), tailored to the central research question overseeing the 

study: What financial management strategies do small entertainment business owners use 

to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 5years? Jamshed 

(2014) acknowledged that semistructured interviews are an excellent way for researchers 

to explore the lived experiences of participants. Alshenqeeti (2014) opined that 

semistructured interviews allow researchers to cover various issues concerning the topic 

of the study. Adhabi and Anozie (2017) synthesized the literature and revealed that 

semistructured interviews were the sole source of information for qualitative researchers. 

Further, semistructured interviews allow researchers to explore subjective viewpoints and 

gather in-depth accounts of the lived experiences or realities of participants (Evans, 

2017). 

Sigstad and Garrels (2018) advised that researchers should obtain informed 

consent from participants before the commencement of each interview. Sigstad and 
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Garrels (2018) identified communicative difficulties such as language comprehension, 

memory, ability in abstraction, understanding turn-taking, and processing speed as 

fundamental limitations for participants that could negatively impact the interview 

process. Glegg (2018) suggested that researchers should ask open-ended questions while 

avoiding leading questions and interrogating participants. Masny (2015) contributed that 

researchers should always consider the time and setting for conducting each interview to 

ensure fluid communication and successful data collection. I established interview times, 

dates, and locations suitable for each participant upon receipt of consent (Appendix A) 

via email. Also, I contacted participants via phone to validate the interview times, dates, 

and locations. 

Rosenthal (2016) recommended that during the interview process, researchers 

should audio record the contents of the conversation for later transcription and store each 

recording in a safe location. Rosenthal further suggested that researchers should limit 

notetaking during in-depth interviews as it is often distracting to the participant. Qi, 

Huang, Li, and Shi (2016) suggested that researchers should use an audio recorder when 

conducting interviews, for accurate transcription of data and elimination of bias. Fitt 

(2018) attested that researchers could facilitate rich, detailed data by utilizing an audio 

recorder during semistructured interviews. I used a digital audio recorder and a note pad 

and pen while conducting each interview. Turner (2016) noted that researchers attain 

triangulation in qualitative research by integrating insights from a variety of data sources. 

I also requested additional documentation from each small entertainment business owner, 

if they wished to share, such as monthly financial reports, business plan, mission 
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statement, and strategic plans. Additionally, I informed each participant that sharing 

documentation was voluntary as well, and if participants were not comfortable, they did 

not have to share. 

Mariani, Fey, and Gloe (2018) stated that pilot studies are commonly conducted 

in quantitative studies to test the validity of specific research instruments. Ismail, 

Kinchin, and Edwards (2017) indicated that pilot studies are small scale research projects 

conducted before the completion of the actual research. Doing a pilot study helps 

researchers to test the validity of the research process (Ismail et al., 2017). Pilot studies, 

however, are not necessary for qualitative case studies (Mariani et al., 2018) since the 

interview protocol is the primary guide in semistructured interviews. Before each 

interview, I asked each participant if they fully understood the research questions and 

potentially reworded a few questions to avoid conducting a pilot study. 

After each interview and at the convenience of each participant, I performed 

member checking (Fusch & Ness, 2015) to ensure that I did not misinterpret any parts of 

the interview. By conducting member checking, I was able to ensure validity and 

credibility (Naidu & Prose, 2018). Harvey (2015) asserted that if researchers are unsure if 

the credibility and validity of data have not been achieved, to work with research 

participants to schedule a follow-up interview. I did not need to schedule any follow-up 

interviews with research participants. All data and information collected from each 

interview I stored in a safe lockbox, which can only be accessible to me, password, and 

key protected. After 5 years, all information will be destroyed to ensure the privacy and 

confidentiality of each participant and their business. 
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Data Organization Technique 

Cooper (2014) stated that qualitative data is information that is structured and 

organized due to cognitive processing, and validation becomes knowledge. Broniecki and 

Hanchar (2017) opined that data collected from interviews could be a significant source 

for rich contextual information and evaluation. Hanauer, Nicholes, Liao, Beasley, and 

Henter (2018) suggested that qualitative researchers should carefully structure interview 

protocols to enhance the use of databases for storage, retrieval, and management of the 

collected data. For this qualitative multiple case study, I conducted semistructured 

interviews guided by open-ended questions to collect data. Also, I took notes with a pen 

and notepad, which allowed for useful transcription and reflection. Bashan and Holsblat 

(2017) opined that reflective journals allow qualitative researchers the ability to reflect, 

criticize, and analyze handwritten data, as well as strengthen the researchers learning 

experience. All audio recordings, notes, and research documents attained from each 

participant, I filed using a coding system, password-protected, and stored in a safe lock 

box that is only accessible to me. After 5 years, I will destroy all collected data and 

information. 

Data Analysis 

For this qualitative study, I used methodological triangulation (Fusch & Ness, 

2015; Jacek & Michal, 2015; Stefura, 2014) to analyze the data obtained from 

semistructured interviews. Joslin and Muller (2016) attested that methodological 

triangulation provides a comprehensive and realistic view towards exploring a 

phenomenon. Hober, Weitlaner, and Pergler (2016) highlighted methodological 
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triangulation as an effective method for ensuring accurate and reliable results, as well as 

evaluating the appropriateness of the conceptual framework and its processes, as applied 

to the study. According to Drouin, Stewart, and Van Gorder (2015), researchers use 

methodological triangulation to evaluate the effectiveness of data. The integration of 

multiple sources of data could provide a comprehensive view of the research study 

(Drouin et al., 2015). To achieve methodological triangulation, I collected data through 

semistructured interviews. The combination of multiple data collection methods to reach 

data saturation in a qualitative study yields positive results and allows researchers to 

produce an effective and comprehensive study (Drouin et al., 2015; Yin, 2018). Member 

checking as conceptualized by Moon et al. (2016), with methodological triangulation, 

prompts qualitative researchers to seek the validity and accuracy of the results uncovered 

from the participant’s point of view. 

I adopted Yin’s (2015) step by step data analysis process for achieving useful 

qualitative data analysis. Yin proposed a step by step process for strategically analyzing 

qualitative data which consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, and testing 

qualitative data. Later, Yin (2018) elaborated on his strategic steps to achieving data 

analysis by a) placing information into different arrays, such as themes and subthemes, b) 

developing a matrix of contrasting categories and placing evidence within the matrix, c) 

developing visual displays such as a flow chart for examining data, d) tabulating the 

frequency of differences amongst the data, and d) placing data in a strategic sequence 

such as chronological order. The central methodology for achieving practical data 

analysis included analysis of the interview questions and developing themes collected 
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from all sources, which could have contributed to uncovering knowledge on the 

successful financial management strategies implemented by small entertainment business 

owners to improve productivity and profitability. 

I utilized a coding system to differentiate data received from each participant 

(SEBO 1, SEBO 2). SEBO serves as an acronym for a small entertainment business 

owner. According to Vaughn and Turner (2016), a coding system is a practical method 

for organizing and classifying qualitative data. I utilized the coding system to protect the 

privacy and confidentiality of each participant. Clarke and Veale (2018) affirmed that 

code in qualitative research is a word, phrase, or sentence that represents aspects of data 

or captures the essence of data. Coding allows researchers to find meaning in data (Blair, 

2016). I utilized an Olympus VN-541PC Digital voice recorder to record participants 

during each interview. To achieve a practical approach to data triangulation, I (a) 

collected data, (b) organized data by coding, (c) analyzed data to ensure saturation, and 

(d) observed emerging themes. 

Additionally, I used NVivo which is a qualitative data analysis software that 

researchers use to organize, analyze, identify trends, and cross-examine data obtained 

from semistructured interviews and business documentation (Min, Anderson, & Chen, 

2017). Qualitative researchers use NVivo to conduct empirical research reviews across 

multiple disciplines (Min et al., 2017). Robins and Eisen (2017) contributed that NVivo 

allows researchers to analyze, protect, and stored sensitive data. 

Erlingsson and Brysiewicz (2017) noted that the qualitative content analysis 

methodology approach systematically allows qualitative researchers to effectively 
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transcribe interview texts into an organized and concise summary of key results. Analysis 

of raw data from the direct transcription of interviews to form categories or themes is a 

process of improving the quality of data (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz, 2017). Ramakrishna 

(2018) noted that the content analysis methodology allowed qualitative researchers the 

ability to achieve triangulation by identifying themes in data and their frequency of 

occurrence. Archibald, Radil, Zhang, and Hanson (2015) contended against researchers 

facilitating data through content analysis as the framework is subjective to error due to 

bias analysis by the researcher to attain a higher level of interpretation. I mitigated bias 

during each interview by utilizing the interview protocol. Further, analyzing the results of 

the research study aided in establishing adequate evidence for addressing the central 

research question of this study. The evidence uncovered from each participant insights 

collectively could also aid in relating the findings to the theory of mental budgeting 

postulated by Thaler (1985), in exploring financial management strategies of successful 

small entertainment business owners. 

Reliability and Validity 

Reliability 

Belotto (2018) opined that a qualitative study that is reliable serves as a credible 

research study. In qualitative research, the primary goal in achieving reliability lies with 

the researcher’s ability to minimize error and bias (Yin, 2018). Leung (2015) asserted 

that the foundation of reliability is rooted in consistency. Noble and Smith (2015) 

contributed that reliability is measured based on the flexibility of the employed analytical 

procedures. Saunders et al. (2016) indicated that qualitative researchers achieve reliability 
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when the study can replicate previous research designs to attain similar results. Moon, 

Brewer, Januchowski-Hartley, Adams, and Blackman (2016) asserted that dependability 

refers to the consistency and reliability of the research findings and the degree to which 

the researcher documents procedures. To demonstrate dependability, qualitative 

researchers must evaluate the results and interpretations of the study to ensure that the 

results support the data (Connelly, 2016). I achieved dependability by outlining the data 

collection instruments, data collection technique, research design, research method, and 

ensuring the appropriateness of the results of the study support the data collected 

(Vicenzutti, Colavitto, Chiandone, & Sulligoi, 2018). 

I performed member checking and methodological triangulation (Jacek & Michal, 

2015) to attain dependability. Member checking and methodological triangulation are 

constructs of dependability that researchers could operationalize to determine the 

accuracy of results (Moon et al., 2016). As the researcher, I conducted member checking 

by collecting data from semistructured interviews, analyzed and interpreted the data, and 

allowed all participants the opportunity to evaluate the credibility of the results and to 

ensure there were no outliers (Birt et al., 2016; Fusch & Ness, 2015). Further, I 

eliminated bias by utilizing the interview protocol during each semistructured interview 

to collect data and influence reliability and dependability. 

Validity 

Validity, according to Saunders et al. (2016), is the truthfulness of the measures 

used, accuracy of the research instruments and analysis of the data, and generalization of 

the findings. The essential focus of this study was to explore the successful financial 
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management strategies of small entertainment business owners through semistructured 

interviews. Leung (2015) contributed that researchers achieve validity when the research 

methodology is appropriate for answering the research question. Morse (2015) stated that 

qualitative researchers produce validity when the data, results, and conclusion epitomize 

the phenomenon. I assured the validity of the data through member checking by 

providing a summary of data collected at the end of each interview to check the accuracy 

of the data collected. Additionally, I performed methodological triangulation of all 

collected data to ensure data saturation. 

Moser and Korstjens (2018a) noted that transferability refers to the degree to 

which the phenomenon or findings described in the study apply to theory, practice, and 

future research. Qualitative researchers achieve transferability when readers can identify 

a connection between the research and their personal experience (Nordstrom, 2015). Wu, 

Thompson, Aroian, McQuaid, and Deatrick (2016) attested that qualitative researchers 

reach transferability when the researcher provides an explanation for and description of 

the population and sample chosen for the study. I ensured transferability by providing 

descriptive data such as population and sample, sample size, research design, and 

demographics (Saunders et al., 2016). Moser and Korstjens (2018b) asserted that 

credibility is the confidence placed in the trustworthiness of the study results. 

Hammarberg et al. (2016) affirmed that researchers attain credibility when the study 

contains substantial evidence of the data collection and data analysis procedures. 

Connelly (2016) stated that member checking is a vital technique that qualitative 

researchers could use to establish credibility. I utilized member checking along with 
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methodological triangulation to ensure the credibility of this qualitative multiple case 

study. 

Moon et al. (2016) determined that researchers attain confirmability when the 

results conjoin with the conclusions in a manner that reviewers could follow and 

replicate. Tong and Dew (2016) asserted that qualitative researchers achieve 

confirmability when the study findings and transcripts only reflect the experience of 

participants. Confirmability must be grounded in data and free of the researcher’s bias 

(Moser & Korstjens, 2018b). I achieved confirmability by documenting the steps taken, 

as well as ensuring that the results reveal the experiences and preferences of all 

participants who contributed to the study. In qualitative research, the gold standard for 

quality is data saturation (Hancock, Amankwaa, Revell, & Mueller, 2016). According to 

Yin (2018), data saturation occurs when there is enough information to replicate the 

study, and new data does not produce new themes. Fusch and Ness (2015) and Neto et al. 

(2017) affirmed that failure to achieve data saturation negatively impacts the validity of 

the study. I achieved data saturation by assuring additional themes did not generate from 

other findings obtained from participants. 

Transition and Summary 

In Section 2 I provided a discussion addressing my role as the researcher, the 

eligibility criteria for selecting participants, the justification for choosing the qualitative 

research method and case study design, as well as data collection techniques and the 

analysis process. Further I expand the discussion by clarifying measures taken to assure 

ethics, to attain reliability and validity and the significance of data saturation, member 
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checking, document collection, and triangulation; as I analyze successful financial 

management strategies that have been implemented by small entertainment business 

owners to improve productivity and profitability to sustain the business beyond 5 years. 

In section 3, I will provide the application for professional practice and implications for 

social change. I will finalize Section 3 and the doctoral study with a reflection on the 

research experience, closing with a strong concluding statement. 
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Section 3: Application to Professional Practice and Implications for Change 

Introduction 

The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the financial 

management strategies that successful small entertainment business owners in Northern 

Virginia use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain their firms for 5 years 

and beyond. The participants in this study included successful small entertainment 

business owners in the music sector of Northern Virginia's entertainment industry who 

own and operate small record labels. All participants met the eligibility criteria of the 

study; are currently active, registered, and operating in the Northern Region in the state of 

Virginia; and have implemented successful financial management strategies to improve 

productivity and profitability to sustain their businesses 5 years and beyond. 

Four participants participated in this qualitative multiple case study. All 4 

participants answered nine open-ended semistructured interview questions, which helped 

to answer the overarching research question of this study. Semistructured interviews 

served as the primary data collection method. After transcribing all four interviews, I 

used NVivo 12 qualitative analytics software to conduct methodological triangulation and 

complete member checking. After that, a thematic analysis revealed the following three 

major themes that reflect the financial management strategic focus of successful small 

entertainment business owners. The three themes are (a) financing strategy and financial 

management, (b) implementation of accounting and business management software, and 

(c) diversifying income resources to improving productivity and profitability to sustain 
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the business 5 years and beyond. I attained data saturation once no additional themes 

emerged. 

Presentation of Findings 

For this qualitative multiple case study, semistructured interviews guided by 9 

open-ended questions served as the data collection method for exploring the financial 

management strategies that successful small entertainment business owners located in 

Northern Virginia have implemented to improve productivity and profitability. I 

answered the following overarching research question that guided the interview process: 

What financial management strategies do small entertainment business owners use to 

improve productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 5 years? All 4 

participants had similar but different experiences as small entertainment business owners 

in the music sector of the entertainment industry in the state of Virginia. The responses to 

the semistructured interviews revealed that all 4 participants had different levels of 

knowledge, experience, and strategic approaches to implementing effective financial 

management operations to sustain business operations. I coded all 4 participants as SEBO 

1, SEBO 2, SEBO 3, and SEBO 4 to ensure the privacy, the security, and the 

confidentiality of each participant. I validated all 4 participants' business licenses, dates 

of formation, active entity statuses, locality, and registered and principal office address 

through the Virginia State Corporation Commission Clerk's Information System. I took 

an additional step to validate the locality of each participant's registered entity through 

Google to ensure that each participant’s business entity resided within a county inside 
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Northern Virginia. The first theme that emerged was financing and financial management 

strategy. 

Theme 1: Financing and Financial Management Strategy 

The first theme emerged from the participant's responses to Questions 2, 3, 5, 7, 

and 8. All 4 participants used a financing strategy in conjunction with a financial 

management strategy to operate and sustain their small entertainment business 5 years 

and beyond. The participants all stated that they invested their savings, also referred to as 

bootstrapping (see Rita, 2019), into starting their small entertainment businesses. Upon 

investing their financial saving to starting their entertainment firms, all participants stated 

that they developed unique financial management strategies that helped them to operate 

and sustain their firms effectively. Table 2 represents the percentage of participant 

responses to the interview questions related to financing and financial management 

strategies each participant used to improve productivity 5 years and beyond. 

Table 2 

Participant Responses Related to Financing and Financial Management Strategy 

Participants Percentage of responses related to 

financing and financial management 

strategy 

SEBO 1 50% 

SEBO 2 45% 

SEBO 3 20% 

SEBO 4 30% 
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All 4 participants confirmed that they first started with a financing strategy in 

conjunction with a financial management strategy. Below are direct participant responses 

obtained from individual semistructured interviews. SEBO 1 stated that to initially start 

the business, the participant invested personal financial capital through bootstrapping. 

Rita (2019) asserted that bootstrapping is a strategic financial process used by 

entrepreneurs to fund small business startup with personal cash without the support of 

investors. SEBO 1 shared his financing and financial management strategy as follows: 

SEBO 1 commented on the value of bootstrapping and investing personal 

finances as a vital financing strategy for starting the business. SEBO 1 attributed starting 

a business account, depositing all earnings, and maintaining a positive account month to 

month, helped to build credit, and ensuring financial management. SEBO 1 stated, 

From the standpoint of financial management, I maintained a payment schedule to 

track income and expenses. I pay all engineers, producers, and staff members 

weekly and bring in receipts daily. I pay staff daily as well, so I have consistent 

cash flow and only must worry about outgoing expenses. 

SEBO 1 further attested that the financial management practice adopted enabled the 

business to gain additional support from financial intermediaries, such as banks, over 

time. SEBO 1 additionally asserted that by maintaining oversight of the firm's financial 

performance every month, the participant was able to improve productivity by setting 

money aside to host events for staff appreciation twice a year or quarterly. 
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SEBO 2 discussed the significance of bootstrapping and how initially investing 

personal finances was the financing strategy for starting the business, then reinvesting 

earnings back into the firm to sustain business operations. SEBO 2 stated, 

At first, it was tough, but the more I learned, the more I was able to manage. I also 

had to refinance my home to help sustain the business. I have been able to survive 

financially by ensuring that I carry little debt over to the next fiscal cycle, making 

sound financial decisions, limiting expenses, reinvesting earnings back into the 

business, and keeping overhead costs low. 

SEBO 3 acknowledged the significance of bootstrapping in starting the business. 

SEBO 3 contributed that due to applications for loans through banks falling through, 

investing personal finances was the only strategic financial measure to starting the 

business. SEBO 3 stated, 

It was rough, but it got more comfortable over time. I had to invest my financial 

savings in the beginning. I wasn’t able to get a bank loan primarily because when 

you are in the music entertainment business banks aren't very fond of lending 

money to small labels unless you can show consistent monthly cash flow over an 

extensive period of time. My strategic approach, from a financial management 

standpoint that I still go by today, is to manage cash flow very carefully. 

SEBO 4 expressed how investing personal finances was instrumental in starting 

his entertainment business. SEBO 4 noted that he did not seek financial support from 

banks or other financial intermediaries. SEB0 4 stated, 
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 Initially, I had to invest my finances in starting the businesses. I did not get in 

over my head trying to borrow from banks in the beginning, no matter the 

circumstances. I have managed by analyzing the percentage growth quarterly and 

annually. I primarily looked for things to grow 2-4% per quarter as a good target 

mark and would adjust to ensure I did not miss the set mark. In other terms, that's 

earnings before interest and taxes. 

Comparing the findings to the literature. The financing and financial 

management strategies used by the small entertainment business owners in this study 

confirmed Kawasaki’s (2013) research. Kawasaki stated that a minor percentage of small 

entertainment business owners used personal capital to start and fund their business 

initiatives. Leyshon and Sherr (2015) contributed that in addition to investing personal 

financial earnings to start a business, small entertainment business owners in the music 

industry have also acquired funding from investors, where, in many cases, banks are the 

primary source of capital. Hoque and Ulku (2017) and Liu et al. (2017) also stated in 

their seminal works that a common strategic practice by many SME owners and self-

employed entrepreneurs was to invest and manage personal and professional finances. 

Small entertainment business owners who used sound financial management 

strategies confirmed the research conducted by Alexandru and Matei (2018). Alexandru 

and Matei noted that financial management is the most essential and vital managerial 

function of a business, and the primary goal of financial management in SMEs is for 

owners to identify and optimize economic and financial resources. These findings 

confirm the research study of McKinney (2015), who stated that SME owners who 
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implemented sound financial management operations enhanced the reliability and 

integrity of their firm's financial data. These findings additionally confirm the research of 

Calopa (2017), who noted that SME owners who participated in their firm's financial 

decision-making processes enabled more exceptional initiatives and improved 

organizational motivation and productivity. Further, the findings confirm the research 

study of Nanavati (2017), who cited the importance of SME owners to ensure accordance 

between their firm's financial strategy and financial management strategy. Nanavati 

contributed that financial management in SMEs involves the mapping of financial and 

nonfinancial resources to strategic business goals to ensure the optimization of business 

performance. 

Alignment with conceptual framework. Small entertainment business owners 

using a financial strategy along with a financial management strategy aligned with 

Thaler's (1985) mental budgeting framework. All 4 participants bootstrapped to start their 

small entertainment firms while developing and using unique financial management 

strategies to operate and ensure sustainability and productivity 5 years and beyond. 

Hoque and Ulku (2017) noted that mental budgeting helped SME owners improve the 

decision-making and financial management of their firms. Antonides and Ranyard (2017) 

stated that mental budgeting helps SME owners analyze their firm's financial health by 

maintaining expenses with means of making ends meet. Additionally, De Groot and Van 

Raaij (2016) contributed that mental budgeting helps self-employed entrepreneurs 

improved their financial behavior, financial management, financial strategy, and their 

firm's financial control measures. All four participants highlighted the significance of 
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investing their savings to fund the birth of their firms while developing effective financial 

management strategies to ensure productivity to sustain beyond 5 years. 

Theme 2: Implementation of Accounting and Business Management Software 

The second theme emerged from the participant's responses to Questions 2, 4, 6, 

and 8. All 4 participants used accounting and business management software to operate, 

sustain, and improve their firm's productivity, 5 years and beyond. Table 3 represents the 

percentage of participant responses to the interview questions highlighting accounting 

and business management software as a critical component in helping each participant 

operate and sustain the firm’s productivity 5 years and beyond. 

SEBO 1 highlighted QuickBooks as the accounting software implemented 

alongside a business management software called Sonido Software. QuickBooks is a 

computerized accounting, bookkeeping, and business management software developed by 

Scott Cook and Tom Prouix, founders of Intuit Incorporated, which offers web-based and 

computer desktop platforms for entrepreneurs and small business owners (Nyberg, 2019). 

Attaran and Woods (2018) affirmed that QuickBooks provides SMEs with the ability to 

enhance accounting efficiency, enhance financial security, and enhance a firm's overall 

business agility. Developed by Hoggard Technology, LLC, Sonido Software is a business 

management tool that improves workflow efficiency for entertainment business owners 

and professionals in the music industry (Innovative Mississippi Spotlight, 2019). SEBO 1 

stated, 

QuickBooks has been very beneficial for the business as it enhanced our ability to 

run monthly and year-end financial metrics, which has enabled the firm's ability 
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to project growth. Additionally, through QuickBooks, the firm can manage and 

maintain consistent cash flow and savings to sustain during unforeseen events. 

Sonido helps tremendously with managing and maintaining day to day business 

operations. 

Table 3 

Participant Responses Related to Implementation of Accounting and Business 

Management Software 

Participants Percentage of responses related to 

integration of accounting and business 

management software 

SEBO 1 35% 

SEBO 2 30% 

SEBO 3 20% 

SEBO 4 21% 

 

SEBO 2 and SEBO 4 collectively acknowledged Square accounting software as 

the accounting and business management program that both participants have 

implemented into their small entertainment businesses. Square Accounting software is a 

POS software developed for small businesses and entrepreneurs to manage electronic 

payments (Waring, 2017). Square has grown to enhance accounting and business 

management for small business owners and entrepreneurs, providing inventory, customer 

and employee analytics, and reporting management (Yeung, 2015). 
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SEBO 2 discussed the significance of implementing and utilizing an accounting 

system such as Square to enhance the financial management measure of the business. 

SEBO 2 stated, 

I did not have a background in finance and accounting, so in the beginning it was 

rough. Implementing the Square software has helped me keep track of financial 

performance. I have been able to keep track of income, expenses, create and 

manage invoices, as well as develop monthly financial reports. I export those 

reports into excel monthly, which has improved my visibility into analyzing 

trends and has sharpened my awareness of monthly financial performance. 

SEBO 4 also acknowledged the significance of implementing Square accounting 

software. SEBO 4 contributed that the implementation of Square accounting software has 

helped the business from a financial standpoint, stay on top of financial performance. 

SEBO 4 commented, “Squares reporting functions have afforded us the ability to analyze 

our firm's profitable times and the times when things may slow down, and we often have 

to try to adjust." 

SEBO 3 discussed the value of investing in Oracle's electronic financial 

management platform, which helped improve the firm’s ability to manage accounting, 

finance, and business operations. Oracle electronic financial management and accounting 

software provide applications for material planning, financial accounting, analytics, and 

self-service reporting for small and large business organizations (Oracle, 2020). SEBO 3 

commented, "It's all challenging but gets easier over time. You can begin to see the trends 

over time and thus adjust, so having a good accounting system such as oracle has enabled 
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me to evaluate the businesses efficiently every month and communicate any changes to 

my staff that is needed.” 

Comparing the findings to the literature. The application of accounting and 

business management software by all four small entertainment business owners 

confirmed the research of Acosta and St. Jean (2018). Acosta and St. Jean noted that 

small entertainment business owners could improve financial transactions, capital asset 

management, reporting, and financial security, by transitioning to modernized electronic 

accounting systems. The findings confirmed the study conducted by Wei and Wang 

(2017). Wei and Wang asserted that integrating accounting technology into a firm's 

financial operations enhanced an SME owner's visibility of their firm's financial health 

and the ability to share information with possible business partners such as vendors and 

investors. The findings confirmed the research conducted by Soni, Saluja, and Vardia 

(2018). Soni, Saluja, and Vardia noted that the implementation of accounting software 

improved the strategic financial management operations of SMEs in any industry. The 

findings also confirmed the study of Bangsa (2018), who asserted that financial 

accounting systems provide business owners with the ability to control financial 

operations and positively influence financial reports. Susanto (2016) contributed that 

accounting and business management systems provide firms big or small with internal 

control functions that help minimize error and fraud and improves the quality of financial 

and accounting information. Lastly, Setiawan (2018) emphasized that accounting and 

business management systems are useful. Still, the overall factor which impacts the 

usefulness of the system is the morality of the individual controlling the functionalities. 
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Alignment with conceptual framework. The small entertainment business 

owners use of accounting and business management software systems aligned with 

Thaler's (1985) mental budgeting framework. The participants utilized accounting and 

business management software to enhance their visibility and knowledge of their firm's 

financial performance and health. The use of accounting and business management 

software enabled the small entertainment business owners with the ability to generate and 

analyze monthly, quarterly, and annual financial performance metrics. Hossain (2018) 

noted that a vital aspect of the mental budgeting framework is the ability for business 

owners to track income and expenses efficiently, to understand the methods in which they 

utilized to mentally allocate resources into accounts and track expenses against them as a 

strategic measure for sustaining capital. De Groot and Van Raaij (2016) contributed that a 

critical element of the mental budgeting framework is the ability of self-employed 

entrepreneurs to improve their financial performance and strategy by applying financial 

control measures. Additionally, through the practical approach of mental budgeting such 

as earmarking and labeling (see Hoque & Ulku, 2017; Silva, 2015), SME owners can 

maintain and improve overall provisions of financial performance. 

Theme 3: Diversifying Income Resources 

The third theme emerged from the participant's responses to Questions 1 and 9. 

All 4 participants diversified their income resources as a useful measure for improving 

profitability to operate and sustain 5 years and beyond. The participants stated that within 

a tight market as the music industry and having to be a small company, one of the critical 

elements to ensure continuous growth is to diversify income resources by providing 
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additional services. Table 4 represents the percentage of participant responses to the 

interview questions highlighting diversifying income resources as a critical component in 

helping each participant improve profitability to operate and sustain 5 years and beyond. 

Table 4 

Participant Responses Related to Diversifying Income Resources 

Participants Percentage of responses related to 

diversifying income resources 

SEBO 1 60% 

SEBO 2 58% 

SEBO 3 20% 

SEBO 4 22% 

 

SEBO 1 expressed the significance and value attained by diversifying income 

resources and providing additional services to generate revenue. SEBO 1 noted that 

diversifying income resources enhanced the firm’s profitability and notoriety within the 

industry. SEBO 1 stated, 

In addition to being a small record label, my business also provides additional 

services such as education in recording arts and music production services for 

aspiring music composures and engineers. As the business has grown, I have also 

acquired a recording studio, an academy, and the label itself has grown into a 

music publishing company as well. Next, the plan is to now move into a more 

technology-based structure where I can offer cloud resources for recording and 

music production virtually. 
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SEBO 2 highlighted the significance of diversifying income resources as a 

method for improving profitability. SEBO 2 noted that remaining as just a small record 

label was not enough to sustain in the entertainment business. SEBO 2 stated, 

I additionally opened a recording studio as well, which has helped bring in 

additional income. I will also stress that if you plan to be in this business, you 

must network and understand marketing costs (what you can do for your business 

and artists and what you can't do and must outsource). Always create music 

content for monetization and utilize networking to help build a community around 

your business. 

SEBO 2 exhibited a strong passion for the entertainment business, stressing the 

importance of diversifying income resources and additionally commented, “My advice is 

to branch off and develop additional income generators for your business because music 

generates revenue but not much at an independent level.” 

SEBO 3 mentioned how diversifying income resources had been a vital source for 

generating additional profits. SEBO 3 noted that since the rise of music streaming 

platforms, the profit margin has changed for independent labels since most music 

consumers are no longer buying physical music content. SEBO 3 commented, “As a 

measure to bring in additional revenue, I was able to form a partnership with local 

concert promoters. Expanding the business has helped me generate additional profits as 

well as helped my artist build their brands.” 

SEBO 4 expressed the significance of diversifying income resources for 

improving the firm’s profitability. SEBO 4 noted that with the changes in the 
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entertainment industry, primarily music, the revenue generated from music streaming is 

not as profitable as selling physical distributions of music. SEBO 4 additionally stated,  

Apart from just being a music label, I have partnered with a clothing company 

which has helped me expand the brand of the label through merchandising such as 

t-shirts, pre-owned shoes, and various other forms of clothing. We have also 

added a sneaker cleaning service to our business to clean and restore sneakers, 

which has also brought in additional revenues. 

Comparing the findings to the literature. Diversifying income resources 

indicated by all 4 small entertainment business owners confirmed the research of 

McDonald (2018). McDonald noted that aside from selling records, record label owners 

generated additional income from other business resources. Oladimeji and Udosen (2019) 

contributed that diversification of revenue resources is a useful measure for business 

owners to achieve a competitive advantage. The findings confirmed the research of 

Lussier and Sonfield (2015) who found that establishing business networks aided small 

businesses in enhancing economic growth. The results confirmed the study of Zhao and 

Ha-Brookshire (2014), who noted that by maximizing internal and external resources, 

SME owners could ensure success and sustainability. The findings confirmed the 

research of Gonzalez-Pernia and Pena-Legazkue (2015) who noted that an entrepreneur's 

innovative ability can impact the overall success of the business. Mayombya, 

Mwantimwa, and Ndenji-Sichalwe (2019) asserted that an entrepreneur's innovative 

methods and techniques could help improve budget constraints, create and promote new 

development, as well as tackle the many economic challenges brought on by 
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technological developments and social expectations. Additionally, Mwantimwa and 

Ndenji-Sichalwe (2019) noted that diversification of revenue resources is a useful 

strategic approach for business owners to improve performance and survive competitors. 

Alignment with conceptual framework. The diversification of income resources 

as a vital measure for improving profitability by the small entertainment business owners 

aligned with the mental budgeting conceptual framework. The participants all focused on 

extending their labels brand by creating additional resources that generate revenue as a 

strategic measure for ensuring profitability and sustainability 5 years and beyond. 

Wilkinson and Klaes (2018) asserted that mental budgeting is vital to entrepreneurs 

because informed business owners developed innovative measures for increasing 

customer satisfaction, which ultimately increased revenue, and improved productivity 

and profitability. Evensky and Guillemette (2018) contributed that through mental 

budgeting, business owners could strategically invest their assets into generating more 

revenue streams in achieving long term organizational success. Thaler (1985) indicated in 

the design of the mental budgeting conceptual framework that by evading subjective 

biases, business owners could strategically allocate their business assets into enhancing 

their firm's economic position and generate more revenue. Bhatia (2015) attested that 

through mental budgeting, business owners could guide the firm's decision-making 

process into various markets. 

Application to Professional Practice 

Small entertainment business owners in the music sector of the Northern 

Virginia’s entertainment industry face many challenges of sustainability. The most 
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notable problem that most of the small entertainment business owners face is financial 

management (Linamagi, 2015). Small entertainment businesses, primarily in the music 

sector of Northern Virginia's entertainment industry, have struggled to sustain business 

operations for more than two years (Weatherford, 2016). Sisario (2018) noted that many 

small entertainment business owners in the music sector of Northern Virginia's 

entertainment industry failed primarily due to mismanagement of business finances. 

Small entertainment business owners operating record labels in the music sector of 

Virginia’s entertainment industry, could apply the three emergent themes uncovered in 

this research study. The three key findings are financing and financial management 

strategy, implementation of accounting and business management software, and 

diversifying income resources to enhance the strategic focus of their business’s financial 

management, to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business 5 years and 

beyond. 

Small entertainment businesses primarily aspiring entrepreneurs entering the 

entertainment market, could apply a financing strategy to raise capital for business 

startup, then apply a strategic financial management strategy to monitor the flow of 

income and expenses to improve productivity. Banos-Caballero, Garcia-Teruel, and 

Martinez-Solano (2016) asserted that SME owners should not only focus on the capital 

requirements of starting a business but should also consider how they will manage their 

financial working capital once established. Additionally, Banos-Cabellero et al. noted 

that a financing strategy with a suitable financial management model could help SMEs 
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maintain control during unforeseen occurrences, enabling a firm to improve and sustain 

performance. 

Small entertainment businesses, primarily small record labels, could invest and 

implement accounting and business management software to improve the productivity of 

the business. Accounting and business management software could aid small 

entertainment firms, especially record labels, monitor and control financial operations, 

analyze financial trends and metrics based on performance, and effectively manage 

business operations. Teru, Idoku, and Ndeyati (2017) added that accounting and business 

management software could provide SMEs and large firms with effective internal 

controls to improve performance and enhance the reliability of accounting information 

for better decision making for both internal and external stakeholders. Suprihastini, 

Akram, and Sanoto (2017) contributed that by implementing a financial accounting and 

internal control system, business owners could improve the efficiency of financial audits, 

and financial operations to ensure their business practices align with regulations 

established by local, state, and the federal government. 

Small entertainment businesses, primarily small record labels, could diversify 

income resources to generate more revenue by providing additional services that could 

help improve their firm's profitability. Apart from just distribution of music, small record 

labels could provide music business educational services, engineering and production 

courses, or branch off into clothing and merchandising to boost their business revenues 

and improve profitability to sustain business operations 5 years and beyond. Shuhratovna 

(2019) contributed that the diversification of income resources for SMEs and private 
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entrepreneurs is not just beneficial for increasing income but could help create new jobs 

and help accelerate the pace of economic growth. Additionally, Shuhratovna (2019) 

noted that by diversifying income resources, SMEs could adapt quickly to consumer 

demands and ensure the necessary balance in changes in the consumer market. 

Implications for Social Change 

The goal of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the financial 

management strategies that successful small entertainment business owners have utilized 

to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business in their first 5 years of 

business establishment and beyond. The knowledge from this research study may help 

small entertainment business owners in Northern Virginia and other territories develop 

financial management strategies to improve productivity and profitability to ensure 

business survival. Small businesses are imperative to the growth of economies (Suh & 

Lee, 2018). Small entertainment businesses in Northern Virginia contribute to generating 

annual fiscal revenue and creating jobs (Curran, 2018; Leaymann, 2018). The knowledge 

and information derived from this study could help small entertainment business owners 

improve productivity and profitability initiatives to sustain business operations 5 years 

and beyond. Additionally, the knowledge and information could be integral to small 

entertainment business owners gain awareness of their business environment and industry 

changes. Further, the knowledge derived from this study could help small entertainment 

business owners avoid factors that could lead to business failure. Many small 

entertainment businesses in Northern Virginia fail due to the business owner's negligence 
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to adhere to government compliance legislation and tax regulations (Fallon, 2017; 

Williams, 2018). 

The findings and knowledge derived from this study may help small 

entertainment business owners achieve a competitive advantage in the marketplace, 

which could lead to increased profits, business sustainability, and long-term success. 

Mobley (2016) affirmed that successful music entertainment companies in the Northern 

Virginia area contribute to the generation of tax revenue, which has contributed to 

regional economic wealth and real estate development (see Hatcher, 2014; Mobley, 

2016). The success and survival of small entertainment businesses could potentially lead 

to improving the success rate in the market of small entertainment businesses. Lastly, the 

success and sustainability of small entertainment business may lead to increased 

employment rates, incomes, the improved economic health of the community and unity 

amongst established entertainment companies, and industry recognition and respect of 

Northern Virginia's entertainment industry. 

Recommendations for Action 

Existing small entertainment business owners and aspiring small entertainment 

entrepreneurs who review the findings in this study could assimilate the three financial 

management strategies to initiate and sustain success. The three financial management 

strategies the emerged from the results of this study were (a) financing and financial 

management strategy, (b) implementation of accounting and business management 

software, and (c) diversifying income resources. These three strategies can be assimilated 

by existing and aspiring small entertainment business owners to improve productivity and 
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profitability to sustain their business. The first recommendation, aspiring small 

entertainment entrepreneurs eager to enter the market, could apply a financing strategy to 

distinguish whether bootstrapping or seeking the financial support of investors and other 

financial intermediaries would be essential to fund the business startup. Additionally, 

aspiring small entertainment entrepreneurs can apply a financial management strategy 

unique to their business model to monitor financial operations accurately. Existing small 

entertainment business owners can assimilate the findings in this study to improve the 

strategic financial strategy and financial management operations of their business to 

improve productivity, to ensure success. 

The second recommendation, aspiring small entertainment entrepreneurs can 

implement accounting and business management software to their financial management 

strategy. Accounting and business management would enable aspiring small 

entertainment entrepreneurs to improve visibility of financial performance, maintain 

financial records and business transactions, enhance the ability to generate reports, and 

analyze metrics and trends in financial performance. Existing small entertainment 

business owners could assimilate the findings of this study to improve their knowledge of 

the significance and benefits of accounting and business management software to the 

success of their business financial management operations. 

The third and final recommendation, aspiring small entertainment entrepreneurs, 

can strategize a plan on diversifying income resources, such as creating or providing 

additional products and services to fulfill consumer demand, boost profits and enhance 

the profitability and success of the firm. Existing small entertainment business owners 
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could assimilate the findings in this study to improve their knowledge of consumer 

demand in the marketplace and diversify income resources to generate more revenue to 

improve the profitability and success of the business. 

I plan to disseminate this study by publishing and making the study and results 

available via the ProQuest Research Library. I plan to offer the results of this research 

study to small business resource groups in Virginia, such as the Virginia Small Business 

Administration, The Virginia Chamber of Commerce, The Northern Virginia Chamber of 

Commerce, and The Virginia Economic Development Partnership. I also plan to make 

this study available to the significant entertainment platform servicing Northern Virginia, 

D.C, and Maryland, which is DMVLife.com. The goal is to provide new knowledge and 

contribute to the existing body of literature to support the success of existing and aspiring 

small entertainment entrepreneurs operating small recording labels to enhance the 

opportunity for growth and success within the music sector of the Northern Virginia’s 

entertainment industry. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

For this research study, I conducted a qualitative multiple case study to explore 

the financial management strategies that successful small entertainment business owners 

use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 5 years. A 

limitation of this study that occurred was the geographical area of Northern Virginia. 

Small entertainment entrepreneurs and business owners in this geographical region may 

find significant value in the results of this study. Still, other small entertainment firms in 

a much broader region may not find much value in the results as various factors may 
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contribute to or impact business performance. The sample population was small primarily 

due to many small entertainment business closures in the area, along with many 

established leader's disinterests in participating in the study. The sample size of 4 

participants was significant for this study. However, a larger sample size may provide 

more results and strategic approaches to financial management for sustaining small 

entertainment firms. 

A recommendation would be to conduct research further using a broader target 

population. A larger target population could expand the knowledge, and strategic 

practices of financial management strategies small entertainment business owners utilize 

to sustain their businesses. Further research findings could enhance the transferability of 

this study and expand on the financial management strategies of successful small record 

labels. A second recommendation is for future researchers to conduct a study exploring 

the financial management strategies of small entertainment business owners in different 

sectors and regions of Virginia's Entertainment industry. I recommend for future 

researchers to conduct a quantitative study as well and sample a broader geographic 

region. Knowledge of the specific financial management strategies that are common to 

other areas of entertainment could be helpful to existing and aspiring small entertainment 

entrepreneurs in understanding the feasibility of various sustainability strategies. 

Reflections 

The doctoral study process was a challenging yet satisfying opportunity. As my 

master’s degree was ending, I pondered on whether to continue to further my education 

or start the study process for my CPA. After a few weeks, I decided to return to Walden 
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and enroll in the DBA program. My journey through the DBA program helped me to 

expand my knowledge and expertise in the field of Business Management and Finance. I 

was unsure of what to expect when embarking on the DBA journey as I first initially 

expected that it would take years to complete the entire program. With the guidance and 

mentorship of my doctoral chair and committee members, I was able to excel and meet 

all required expectations of the doctoral study program. One of the major aspects of the 

doctoral study journey that I hold with much appreciation was my ability to further my 

knowledge of the proper measures for conducting legitimate research at a high level. 

Before embarking on the doctoral study journey, I have worked in government 

administration specializing in Information Technology and Health and Human Services. 

The primary areas of expertise in both fields have been in human resources, finance, and 

accounting. Additionally, I have been consistently working in the entertainment industry 

as an executive of a small limited liability record label in Northern Virginia for over ten 

years. During my tenure, I have witnessed many new small record labels enter the 

industry and exit within a 2 to 3-year mark. The doctoral research study allowed me to 

research and examine the factors that were affecting the success of small entertainment 

business owners who owned and operated small record labels. One of the major 

challenges with the doctoral study was to secure a commitment from potential 

participants willing to take part and contribute their knowledge and experience to the 

study. As time went by, I was able to secure the commitment of 4 small entertainment 

business owners who owned and operated record labels in the Northern Virginia region 

who agreed to participate in the study. All participants expressed appreciation for being 
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interviewed and were very happy to contribute their knowledge and experience. I 

thoroughly enjoyed interviewing each participant, and I am humbled to have been blessed 

with the opportunity to conduct a doctoral study. I never imagined doing this in my 

younger years. I am very grateful for this doctoral journey and opportunity. 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the financial 

management strategies that successful small entertainment business owners in Northern 

Virginia use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business operations 5 

years from establishment and beyond. Three major themes emerged from participant 

contribution to semistructured interviews. The three themes from the data were: (a) 

financing and financial management strategy, (b) implementation of accounting and 

business management software, and (c) diversifying income resources. Existing and 

aspiring small entertainment business owners, primarily those in the music sector owning 

and operating small record labels, may find the strategies uncovered and discussed in this 

study useful in implementing into their firm's financial management operations. 

Additionally, existing and aspiring small entertainment business owners in the music 

sector of the entertainment industry operating small record labels could find these 

strategies beneficial to enhancing their firm's financial operations to improve productivity 

and profitability to ensure business success. Lastly, existing and aspiring small 

entertainment business owners operating record labels in the Northern Virginia region, 

could find these strategies beneficial for improving their knowledge and approach to 

financial management. Overall, these strategies could prove helpful to existing and 
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aspiring small entertainment business owners operating record labels to enhance 

productivity and profitability and contribute to the growth and success of the 

entertainment industry in Northern Virginia. 
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol 

Interviewer: ______________________________ 

Interviewee ID Code: ________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________ 

Time: ________________________________________ 

Location: ________________________________________ 

Introduction: Interviewer will begin the interview with a brief introduction 

Brief overview of the Study: Interviewer will provide the interviewee with the objective 

of the and purpose of the study 

Participant Affirmations: Interviewer will introduce the interviewee, reaffirm the 

participants rights to privacy and confidentiality. 

1. The participant population will consist of small entertainment business owners, 

from the music sector of Northern, Virginia’s entertainment industry. 

2. Inform the participant that a digital tape recorder will be turned on during the 

duration of the interview, and I will also be using pen and notepad to take notes 

3. Inform the participant that all data and information will be safely stored and 

coded 

4. Inform participant that after the conclusion of the interview, and all additional 

interviews, data will be analyzed and transcribed 

5. Inform participant that once all information has been analyzed and transcribed, 

the interviewer would be requesting a second follow up session for member 
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checking, to validate with all participants the information provided during the 

interview session is accurate. 

Duration of Interview: The time frame for each interview is approximately 1 hour. 

Research Question: What financial management strategies do small entertainment 

business owners use to improve productivity and profitability to sustain business beyond 

5 years? 

Interview Questions: The below open-ended interview questions will be posed during 

each semistructured interview session. 

10. What strategies did you use to sustain your business beyond 5 years? 

11. What successful financial management strategies do you use to improve 

productivity and profitability? 

12. What financial management strategies do you find work best for your business? 

13. What financial metrics do you use to measure the effectiveness of the financial 

management strategies you have put in place? 

14. What financial management strategies did you find most challenging in 

implementing and monitoring? 

15. How did you develop an effective feedback and financial review mechanism to 

determine if your sales and net income were on target? 

16. How did you build successful relationships with banks and other financial 

intermediaries to obtain the working capital lines of credit, or trade credit to 

remain successful? 
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17. What additional financial management strategies could you share, that you used to 

improve productivity and profitability? 

18. What other information can you add regarding the strategies you used to sustain 

in business beyond 5 years? 

Conclusion of Interview 

1. Interviewer will finalize each interview by sharing a brief summary of the data 

collected with interviewee to ensure accuracy and honesty of the data collected. 

2. Interviewer will thank the participant for their contribution, time, and support of 

the study 

3. Shut down digital voice recorder and store alongside with notepad in a safe travel 

case 
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